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AB TRACT

JONA THA

E.STO RER. Irani an and Turkish Diplomati c Efforts to Soli cit U.S Aid and

Protection 1943- 1946 (Under the direction of DR. ANTONIO THOMPSON .)
Purpose: The historiography of the origins of the Cold War focuses mainly on
the aims and objectives of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. The purpose of thi s thesi s was to
examine the role of The Iranian government from 1943 and the Turkish government from
1945 , in their pursuits of economic and military aid from the U.S. government. The thesis
examined the possibility that the U.S. foreign policy that became known as Containment
was influenced by the Iranian and Turkish governments' description and interpretation of
Soviet foreign policy.
Methods: The thesis examined the diplomatic records of telegrams and policy
papers between the U.S. State Department and its embassies in Iran and Turkey to
ascertain how much of Iranian and Turkish versions of events were transmitted back to
the Secretary of State.
Results: There is evidence to suggest that Iran and Turkey influenced U.S.
strategic thinking between 1944 and 1946. Both countries pursued direct U.S. support in
their separate disputes with the U.S.S.R. The Clifford Elsey Report (1946) directly
quoted Iranian versions of clashes between their police and Soviet troops.
Discussion: Smaller nations could influence the U.S. in the Cold War for their
own ends.
Conclusions: There is a need to further enhance our understanding of the origins
of the Cold War by going beyond the simple construct of the U.S. versus the U.S.S .R.
and instead, examine the aims and objectives of less powerful nations.
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I NT ROD UCTIO N

On March 12'h 1947, U.S . Pres ident, Harry S. Tru man an nounced to a joint
ses ion of Congress, hi s doctrine that pledged support to "free people" in their struggle
aga inst "subjugation by anned minorities or by outside pressures." The new policy was
known as "Containment." His speech was in direct response to diplomatic notes sent to
Truman by the British Government, on February 21 st 1947. 1 The British Government had
indicated their immediate withdrawal from the Greek Civil War. They also reversed a
commitment previously given to the Turkish government of economic and military aid.
The Greek Civil War had been fought intermittently since 1944 and Britain could no
longer afford to finance the Greek government. Truman did not name the U.S.S.R.
directly as the "outside pressure." He did, however, refer to Bulgaria, Poland and
Romania as countries that had succumbed to ''totalitarian regimes against their will."2
The U.S.S.R. had liberated these three countries during World War II and large numbers
of Red Anny troops were still inside their territories. All three governments were now
communist led or dominated. Truman, therefore, referred to the U.S.S.R. indirectly and
abandoned thereafter, any further attempt to accommodate them. He, instead, embarked
upon a policy of confrontation.
Turkey and Greece made up two of the three Near East countries that played an
important part in Truman's decision to confront alleged Soviet aggression; the third was
3

Iran. The U.S.S.R. had clashed with both Iran and Turkey in the aftermath of World
War II. The first crisis was in Iran and the Azerbaijan issue of 1945-6. The U.S.S .R. ,
unlike the U.S . and the British, refused to withdraw its troops that had been occupying
Iran since 1943 . The U.S.S.R. had also sponsored nascent regional governments in the

noith of the country and both Azerbaijani and Kurdish separatists threatened
independence from the government in Tehran. The U.S.S.R. had also demanded oil
concessions from the Iranians.
At the same time, a second crisis flared up in Turkey and continued into 1947.
The U.S.S.R. demanded the right to install military bases on the Bosporus, and
renegotiate the terms of the Montreux Convention, signed in 193 6, that gave Turkey the
right to govern maritime access of the Dardanelles Straits. They also threatened the
annexation of the two Turkish provinces of Kars and Ardahan.
The Azerbaijan and Straits Crises were only two of many factors that influenced
Truman's decision to confront the U.S.S.R. Others included, but were not limited to, the
communist takeover of Eastern Europe, the U.S . monopoly of atomic weapons, U.S.
domestic policy and Stalin's diplomacy. From such varied incidents, it is not surprising
that the U.S . and the U.S.S.R. have been independently or jointly blamed for causing the
Cold War. 4 The literature review, in Chapter I, will demonstrate that existing scholarship
mostly conforms to the interpretation of blaming either of the two competing
superpowers for clashing in the Near East over oil security. Very little of the
historiography has covered the aims of either Iran or Turkey, and there has been little
previous analysis of their diplomatic efforts to achieve U.S . protection. The Turks,
however, successfully altered Truman 's preferred option of internationalizing the Straits,
while the Iranians out-maneuvered the U.S.S.R. into withdrawing its troops before any
agreement on oil rights had been secured. Both countries then secured U.S. support with
very little asked of them in return. This suggested that both countries achieved
considerable diplomatic successes in defending their sovereignty.

Jn haptcr I, the preponderance of materi al that foc used on the Greek government
will be analyzed as a point of departure for the thesis. The Greek government was chaotic
and reli ed upon the British for support. British involvement bordered on direct
interference in the running of the country. The U.S.was uninterested in the country until
late 1946 as the U.S. regarded Greece as a British problem. By contrast, both Iran and
Turkey were not in the throes of a civil war and were much more independent of foreign
influence. Because of this stability, the Iranians and Turks were in a position to influence
U.S. policy directly without the necessity of having to ask British permission first.
This thesis analyzes the influence of the Iranian and Turkish government on U.S.
foreign policy through what was said to U.S. officials and how this affected U.S. foreign
policy. The thesis relies mainly upon the Records of the Foreign Relations of the United
States (F.R.U.S.). These archives chronicle the correspondence between the State
Department and their embassies. The thesis does this for three reasons. First, unlike
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Truman relied far more on his officials from the State
Department for advice and policy formulation. They are, therefore, important in
understanding how the U.S. decided to contain the U.S.S .R. Second, the records reported
what Iranian and Turkish officials said to U.S. ambassadors and their staff. The evidence
of alleged Soviet aggression was presented to both the Secretary of State and the
President from officials within the department. They in tum relied upon the reports from
their embassies in Tehran and Ankara. Only rarely, did an ambassador question the
veracity of information given to him by local officials. Third, Iranian and Turkish
evidence was also augmented by frequent interviews between their embassy officials and
State Department bureaucrats in Washington.

Chapter II examines th e role of the Irani an government in its efforts to have the
U.S. guarantee Iranian independence. From 1943 they constructed a clear and simple

nmntive of Soviet aggression in its Azerbaijan province. U.S . support had been the aim
of the Iranians from the beginning of the Twentieth Century, but it would only become a
possibility after 1943 with the arrival of U.S. missions that aided the Iranian government.
At the same time, the Iranians resisted all U.S. efforts to reform the structure of its
government. Chapter III will, likewise, assess the role of the Turkish government to
secure U.S. aid after March 19 th 1945. On that date the U.S.S.R. allowed for the
expiration of the Treaty of Friendship with Turkey and demanded a wide range of
concessions from the Turks. 5 As will be shown, up until March 19th 1945, the Turks had
been in dispute with the U.S . over Lend-Lease liabilities and their relationship was quite
frosty.
Chapters II and III will both conclude by comparing what each of the two
governments reported to the State Department and what was written in the Clifford-Elsey
report. This had been commissioned in July 1946 by Truman and presented to him on
th

September 24 1946. Its authors Clark Clifford, Special Advisor to the President and
George Elsey, Clifford's assistant, had consulted widely within the U.S. government in
6

its preparation. Its aim was to assess Soviet actions to date and advise on any future U.S.
foreign policy with regard to relations with the U.S.S.R. Iflran and Turkey had
succeeded in influencing U.S . policymakers, then their evidence or version of events
would be present in the report.
This thesis does not deny that both the U.S. and U.S.S.R. had strategic and
economic interests in the region. Where it differs from existing accounts is the

importance of both Iran and Turkey in inflating, for their own purposes, the size of any
Soviet threat. Both countries had experience of diplomacy with Tsarist Russia and the
U.S.S.R. Both the Iranians and the Turkish governments helped change U.S . perceptions
about Soviet intentions. They constructed a narrative that portrayed the U.S.S.R. as
overly aggressive. From 1943, Iran, and from 1945, Turkey, both solicited and succeeded
in securing U.S. protection against a perceived Soviet threat.
Fin ally, the thesis does not assess the veracity of the policy of Containment. It
will not pass judgment on Soviet actions vis-a-vis either Iran or Turkey. The thesis does
not necessarily suggest that the U.S.S.R. was being aggressive towards its southern
neighbors. It will, however, demonstrate that the Iranians and the Turks both interpreted
the U.S .S.R. 's actions as hostile to ensure U.S. diplomatic, economic and military
support. In this endeavor, they were ultimately successful.

Howard Jones, A New Kind of War: America's Global Slrategy and !he Truman Doctrine (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1989), 32-33 .
2
Harry Truman, "The Truman Doctrine Calls for Aid to Greece and Turkry to Contain Totalitarianism
194 7," in Major Problems in American Foreign Reial ions: Volume 11 since 1914, ed. Paterson Thomas 'G.
Merrill Dennis, 6th Edition ed.Houghton Mifflin, 2005), 202-204 .
3
Bruce R. Kunniholm, Th e Origins of the Cold War in the Near East: Great Power Conflict and
Diplomacy in Iran , Turkey and Greece, I st Edition ed. (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1980),xv.
Kunniholm noted that the term 'Northern Tier' was first used by John Foster Dulles in the 1950s. It was
taken to mean countries that formed the southern border to the U.S.S.R.
4
For an analysis of the differences between the Orthodox and Revisionist interpretations, see
Thomas G. Paterson, "The Origins of the Cold War," Organization ofAmerican Historians 2, no. I
(Summer, 1986, 1986): 5-9 .For an overview of all three schools of thought see chapter 9 of Gerald Grob N
and George Athan Billias, Interpretations ofAmerican History since 1877. Volume II: Patterns and
Perspectives., 6th Edition ed., Vol. 11 (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2010).
5
The Soviet-Turkish Treaty of Friendship and Neutrality was signed in 1925.
6
Clark Clifford and Richard C. Holbrooke, Counsel to the President: A Memoir. (University of Michigan:
Random House, 1991 ), 111.
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CHAPTER I
The Historiography of the Origins of the Cold War in the Near East

The existing literature by Cold War scholars and specialists on the topic of U.S.
relations with Iran and Turkey in the Near East, from 1945-47, has mostly ignored the
strategic interests of the Iranian and Turkish governments and the influence they
exercised, in shaping U.S. foreign policy. Instead, most of the literature has concentrated
upon the aims and motives of both the U.S. and U.S .S.R. in the region.
By contrast, the Greek government, which was the third country in the Near East
to experience a crisis after World War II, has been written about more than the Iranian
and Turkish governments have. The Greek government, however, was not in a position to
influence the U.S. because it was weak, struggling to win the Civil War, and under the
influence of the British.
In defense of the policy of Containment, U.S. officials first put forward the theory
that the U.S. merely reacted to Soviet provocations in the Near East. Dean Acheson, who
was the Acting Secretary of State throughout 1946, wrote in his 1969 memoirs, that the
U.S. was forced to respond, after it became apparent that the U.S.S.R. was acting
aggressively over the Iranian-Azerbaijan Crisis. He compared U.S. demobilization in
1946 favorably when compared to Soviet efforts to annex Northern Iran. Acheson also
equated Soviet southern expansion with the same invasion routes used by barbarians
1

against Ancient Rome and Greece. Acheson linked both the Turkish and the Iranian
crises. Turkey was "being subjected to a softening up process," and that Soviet failure to
subjugate Iran, led it to threaten Turkey.2 Robert MacMahon, Acheson's biographer,

u

claimed that Acheson did not become a Cold War warrior until the Turkish Straits Crisis
in the summer of 1946. This occurred at the same time as the Iranian-Azerbaijan Crisis
and was "pivotal to his conversion." 3
The interpretation that the U.S. simply reacted to Soviet aggression was repeated
in the aftermath of the 1980 Iranian Revolution. Barry Rubin's book, Paved With Good
Intentions: America 's Experience in Iran, suggested that the U.S. had no ulterior motive

in 1946 and that the U.S. merely reacted to Soviet aggression towards Iran. He claimed
that the failure of U.S. diplomacy at the Yalta and Potsdam Conferences, which aimed to
get the U.S.S.R. to abide by the Tehran and Tripartite Agreements, was a major cause of
the conflict. By 1946, the U.S. was convinced that the U.S.S.R. had irredentist designs on
Iran and that Soviet aggression was a continuation of Tsarist policies. 4 Recent
scholarship, that used the Soviet archives, seemed to support this interpretation.
John 0. Iatrides and Nicholas X. Rizopooulos ' work examined the wider
international involvement in the Greek Civil War. They suggested that U.S. interest in
Greece became apparent in August 1946 and was due to how the U.S. government
perceived the nature of a Soviet threat in the region. The threat to Greece was linked to
events in Iran and Turkey and U.S. interest in Greece was simply a "genuine" reaction to
the U.S.S.R. that threatened American security interests. 5
Their work was supported mostly by the work of Eduard Mark. His journal article
"The War Scare of 1946," examined how the U.S. viewed with alarm the threat that the
U.S.S.R. posed to Turkey. The U.S. believed that Turkey was threatened within the
context of "U. S. strategic premises," and that "Soviet bellicosity would force the U.S.
into a war that was not of its choosing." Mark downplayed the role of the U.S. in ending

7

the crisis. According to Mark, the U.S.S.R. only backed down once Donald Maclean, a
Soviet spy within the British embassy in Washington, informed his controllers just how
6

serious the U.S. viewed Soviet actions against Turkey. This argument excused the U.S.
government for misreading the Turkish crisis and its lessons for future conduct with the
U.S.S.R. From that point on, officials in Washington were determined to meet head-on
any further Soviet aggression because there was a strong belief that the Soviets always
7

exploited weakness, but would cave-in to pressure, if challenged. Mark differed from
Iatrides and Rizopooulos' conclusion. He suggested that the resolve displayed after
October 1946 had more to do with the U.S. government's need to keep Congress on a war
footing than for an expected expansive aid program. 8 John Lewis Gaddis, the Cold War
Historian, suggested that President Harry S. Truman had already decided to embark upon
a European Recovery Plan six months before its actual announcement. It has been argued
that the U.S. was indeed prepared for war with the U.S .S.R. in the autumn of 1946
because of the perceived threat to Turkey and Iran.9
Truman 's suggestion to internationalize all inland waters in Europe has also been
interpreted as benign . Jonathan Knight, whose journal article "America's International
Guarantees for the Straits: Prelude to the Truman Doctrine," claimed it was not seen as an
attempt at "imposing an American capitalist hegemony upon the Soviet Union; much less
was it a shrewd test of Soviet honesty." Instead, Truman preferred to internationalize the
Dardanelles Straits so that it would guarantee peace . At the same time it would benefit
the U.S. economically, but ultimately Truman had "no clear idea" as to how this would
occur. Truman only dropped the idea, once he realized the opposition to the plan from

within his own talc Department coupl ed with the lu kewarm dip lomatic rcspon e from
the Turki h government.

10

Because of the centrality of the State Department in helping Truman
formulate his foreign policy, some scholars have blamed its officials as causing the
Cold War. They were anti-communist and they forcefully shaped U.S. foreign policy.
Truman relied upon those same officials because of his lack of experience in foreign
affairs. 11 Henry William Brands, author of Inside the Cold War: Loy Henserson and

the Rise of the American Empire, identified Loy Henderson, the Chief of the State
Department's Near Eastern Division, as being instrumental in shaping foreign policy
between 1946 and 194 7. His "narrow focus on the communist threat was
instrumental in producing an essentially negative foreign policy." 12
Jonathan Knight's article, "American Statecraft and the 1946 Black Seas
Straits Controversy," singled out James Forrestal, the Secretary of the Navy from
1944, because he was avowedly anti-communist. Forrestal looked to assert U.S.
power in the Mediterranean with the U.S. Navy. A strong navy was, he thought, able
to project U.S. foreign policy aims by "gunboat diplomacy," without having to place
troops on the ground. He was convinced that the U.S. Navy would supplant the
British as the dominant sea power. Knight did not accuse the U.S. of aggressively
confronting the U.S.S.R. over the Straits; he suggested that the U.S. followed a policy
of restraint over the Straits by sending the U.S. Navy into the Eastern Mediterranean
so that it would scare off the U.S.S.R. from demanding a revision of the Montreux
Convention.13

The first book to place the ear East at the epicenter of the old War was Bruce
Kunn ih olm 's Origins of the Cold War in the Near East, published in 1980. Ku nn iholm
also ackn owledged the role of individuals in shaping U.S. policy. Henderson was central
in formulating policy amidst clear signs of Soviet aggression. James Byrnes' absence
from Washington gave the Regional Offices far more influence in shaping policy.14
Henderson was convinced of Soviet intentions with regard to Greece and the Near East in
general.
Kunniholm's main thesis was that the Cold War in the Near East was a clash of
powers over the control of the region's oil. He viewed Henderson's opposition to Soviet
expansion in the region as linked to U.S. commitment to the Atlantic Charter as well as
the pursuit of U.S. oil security. 15 Kunniholm's book, nevertheless, did seem to lay more
blame on the U.S.S.R. than on the U.S., for causing tension in the Near East. He also
argued with Thomas G. Paterson's assessment of Robert Rossow, the U.S. Consular
Official in Tabriz who claimed that Rossow's reports of Soviet troop movements were
"over excited." Kunniholm, by contrast, thought that Rossow 's reports were very
perceptive. 16 As will be discussed in Chapter II, Rossow ' s reports were instrumental in
validating the evidence presented by the Iranians.
Other interpretations questioned U.S. motives in confronting the U.S.S.R. Cold
War historian Lloyd Gardner, author of Architects of Illusion: Men and Ideas in
American Foreign Policy, 1941-49, suggested that the U.S. exaggerated the Soviet threat,
17

simply as a measure to shore up the domestic economy and secure markets abroad. This
was linked with the U.S. need to secure its oil supplies. During World War II, the U.S.
had developed oil fields in Saudi Arabia. Greece was located strategically north of the

Suez Canal from which the oil was transported from the Saudi oil fi elds. lran was just as
impmtant as it looked across the Persian Gulf to the same fields. The U.S. could not
18

afford for the Near East to become aligned with the U.S.S.R. Brands ' book, Into the
Labyrinth: United States and the Middle East 1945-1993, studied U.S. interest in the

region. He went as far as saying that "it would likewise strain the truth, but not sunder it
entirely to say that the Cold War was fought over oil." The economy would be enhanced
by making sure the U.S. had a ready market from friendly government for its goods and
by the expansion of free trade in general. Oil was of crucial importance in maintaining an
industrialized economy, and the securing of it demanded a change in U.S. policy. 19
Fred H. Lawson's journal article, "The Iranian Crisis of 1945-6 and the Spiral
Model of International Conflict," saw the inevitability of a clash once the U.S. had
decided to supplant the British as the U.S.S.R's main rival for influence in the Near East.
Although the U.S. wanted a strong Iran for their strategic interests in the Persian Gulf,
U.S. attempts to secure oil in Saudi Arabia and Iran caused the U.S.S.R. to respond. The
spiral model helped explain the course of events in Iran. At the beginning of 1945, Great
Britain was seen by the U.S. as the principle threat to its oil interests in the Gulf. The
U.S. then built up its diplomatic and military presence in Iran to act as a buffer against
British interference in Iranian affairs. This resulted in a similar response by an alarmed
U.S.S.R. , which in tum led to an increased U.S. concern over Soviet intentions. 20
Walter LaFeber, author of the book, America, Russia and the Cold War, also
pointed to the lack of Soviet motives. He suggested that the U.S.S.R. had few, if any
designs on Iran, and that partition was not on their agenda. 21 Thomas G. Paterson who
wrote the journal article, "The Origins of the Cold War," suggested that the U.S.S.R. was
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unable to pursue an aggressive foreign policy in 1946 and its shattered economy could
not sustain another major war. The U.S., therefore, exaggerated the Soviet threat for its
own purposes. 22 The lack of any Soviet motive was due to U.S. domestic economic
concerns that forced the U.S. government to expand its horizons and look for markets
overseas. It was this, more than anything else, which led to the announcement of aid to
Greece in 194 7. 23
Fraser Harbutt's journal article, "American Challenge, Soviet Response: The
Beginning of the Cold War," suggested that the U.S. used the Turkish Straits Crisis as a
bargaining chip in an argument with the U.S.S.R. over Eastern Europe. U.S. policies in
Eastern Europe threatened the U.S.S.R. and U.S. policy makers at the beginning of 1946
confronted the U.S.S.R. in order to achieve diplomatic success in Eastern Europe and
ensure free elections. In response, a worried U.S.S.R. interpreted the aggressive U.S.
move as a direct threat to its security, and in tum looked to gain control of the Straits. 24
This interpretation was supported by the work of Geoffrey Roberts who suggested that
the quickness of the retreats in both Iran and Turkey demonstrated that Stalin was far
more concerned with keeping his gains in Eastern Europe. 25 Gaddis, however, disagreed
with this analysis. He suggested that Stalin was wedded to the idea of the inevitable clash
of capitalism and socialism. Stalin 's retreats over Iran and Turkey in 1946 were only
temporary and he set no timetable for his foreign policy conquests. 26
Thus, both the Iranian and Turkish Crises have been explored through the lens of
both Soviet and U.S. objectives. Iranian diplomacy has hardly figured in the existing
analysis. When it did, it was usually towards the denouement of the crisis when Prime
Minister Qavam appeared to be pro-Soviet, in an attempt to rid Iran of Soviet troops. The

important ro le played by Qavam in ending the crisis was mostly hidden from the
literature because of the claim made by Truman in his 1952 memoirs that he gave an
ultimatum to Stalin to remove his troops. This was a myth but remained believed for
many years afterwards. James A. Thorpe, author or the journal article "Truman's
Ultimatum to Stalin on the 1946 Azerbaijan Crisis: The Making of a Myth," first
debunked Truman's claim in 1978. Other official's memoirs had neglected to mention the
ultimatum and Thorpe concluded that it did not happen. 27
Gary R. Hess' journal article, "The Iranian Crisis of 1945-6 and the Cold War."
first credited in 1974 Iranian diplomacy with ending the Azerbaijan. This was achieved
by Qavam hoodwinking the U.S.S.R. into pulling their troops out with promises of oil
concessions in Northern Iran. Kunniholm credited Qavam with playing a very clever
diplomatic game throughout 1946 amidst vague "signs" and "suggestions" of U.S.
support. 28 Similarly, James Clark's article, "Oil, the Cold War and the Crisis in
Azerbaijan of March 1946," attributed the Iranians with playing one power off another
during the first three months of 1946 and that Iranian diplomacy ended the dispute with
the U.S.S.R.29 What Hess, Kunniholm and Clark all suggest was that the Iranians had far
more experience of dealing with Russian aggression than did the U.S.
Kirsten's Blake 's book, The U.S. -Soviet Confrontation in Iran, 1945-1962: A
Case in the Annals, did try to place the Iranians in the forefront of the clash between the

U.S. and the U.S.S.R. However, Blake concentrated on the grievances of the Azerbaijanis
in Iran, as well as the diplomacy practiced by the Iranian government. The Soviet
sponsored regime in Azerbaijan and Iranian Kurdish areas was not just a cynical ploy
designed to disrupt Iranian sovereignty. She demonstrated that the Kurds and
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Azerbaijanis in Iran had genuine complaints that were ignored by the government in
Tehran. 30 Blake also recognized that the Shah realized he would have to have an
economic plan in place to placate the U.S. and secure their long-term aid.31 Blake, like
Kunniholm before her, credited Qavam's diplomacy as much more important than the
efforts of the U.S. in resolving the crisis. 32 Blake's book, however, did not analyze to any
great extent Iranian attempts to achieve third power security from 1943.
Iranian attempts to influence the U.S. and help secure long-term security was
analyzed by Stephen McFarland's journal article, "A Peripheral View of the Origins of
the Cold War: The Crisis in Iran 1941-47." McFarland credited the Iranians with
deliberately manipulating and exaggerating all of the Soviet Union's intentions during the
period. McFarland's analysis suggested that the Iranians utterly manufactured the crisis in
Azerbaijan for its own ends and they were also determined to ensure that the U.S. helped
run all of its government institutions.33 McFarland's work correctly identified the Iranian
diplomatic strategy, but because of the lack of Soviet sources available in 1980, failed to
identify the genuine Azerbaijani demands for autonomy that was sponsored by the
U.S.S.R. As will be demonstrated in Chapter II, the Iranians wanted the guarantee of U.S.
support and they certainly furnished the U.S. with exaggerated information; however, the
Iranians did not wish to become a mere U.S. puppet. The U.S. advisors that helped run
Iranian government institutions were always kept at arms length.
Vladislav Zubok and Constantine Pleshakov explored the extent of Azerbaijani
demands for autonomy alongside Stalin 's expansionist foreign policy. Their work
benefitted from access to Soviet sources that became available after 1991 . They identified
Stalin's revolutionary-imperial paradigm that melded a Marxist interpretation of capitalist
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self-destruction with the Tsarist vision of the civilizing effect of Russian territorial
expansion. 34 However much Stalin believed in the clash of ideologies, he was also a
realist. They noted that he wanted to secure the huge oil reserves in Iran. He isolated the
Iranian Communist Party (Tudeh) and chastised its members for interfering in Soviet
foreign policy when they attempted to foster revolution amidst the oil negotiations of
1944.35 Zubok's own book, A Failed Empire: The Soviet Union From Stalin to
Gorbachev, acknowledged that local Soviet officials matched Stalin's expansionist policy

along the Northern Tier; they longed to increase the size of Georgia and Azerbaijan. By
placating local officials, Stalin would find it easier to remain in power.

36

Jamil Hasanli 's examination of the Soviet Archives in relation to both the
Azerbaijan and Straits Crises tended to agree with Zubok and Pleshakov. Although Stalin
did retreat from both Turkey and Iran, he was not bluffing in his demands. Only
determined resistance from the U.S . prevented the Soviet annexation of Eastern Turkey
and Northern Iran.37 Natalia Yegorova'sjournal article, "The Iran Crisis: a View from the
Russian Archives," suggested that Stalin did want Northern Iran for the oil it held as well
as the prestige annexation entailed vis-a-vis with the Western Allies .38
Even less is said in the existing literature about the various Turkish governments'
influence in shaping U.S. foreign policy. As suggested above, the Turks were lukewarm
over Truman 's plan to diffuse the crisis by internationalizing the Dardanelles Straits in
1946. The plan was dropped and the Turks retained sovereignty. This suggested that their
concerns and aims over the Straits was acknowledged and acted upon by the U.S.
The U.S . also influenced Turkish domestic politics. John M. Vanderlippe's book,
The Politics of Turkish Democracy: lsmet Inonu and the Formation of the Multi-Party

System, /93 8-1950, suggested that the Turks emerged from World War II with the desire

to promote multi-party democracy because of the perceived need to ensure U.S. support
against Soviet aggression. The Turks abandoned its policy of neutrality because they
recognized that in the bi-polar world that was emerging, neutral states would have to
choose sides. The U.S. was seen as by far the best side to choose, given the traditional
animosity felt between the governments in Moscow and Ankara.
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By contrast, the Greek government was hardly in a position to exercise
independent diplomacy after World War II. It was under the influence of the British
government and unable to govern successfully. Greece had suffered Axis occupation
during World War II and its government had been in exile. It had been restored by the
British in 1944 and propped up ever since. Thanasis D. Sfkias, a Greek Civil War
historian, noted that because of its close relationship with the British, the Greek
government was seen as a British puppet. The British viewed the Greek Communist Party
as being Moscow controlled. Winston Churchill, the British Prime Minister until July
1945, and the Greek government, looked to annihilate the leftist guerillas.

40

The British

were so determined to restore a discredited monarchist government, that they ignored the
likelihood that the Greek regime would initiate wholesale slaughter of their opponents.

41

The Greek government was determined to initiate a pogrom of its enemies, even though
they were hardly in control of the country. British troops had been stationed in the
country since 1945 and the Greek government felt confident of support in the suppression

· · 42
o f any oppos1t10n.
C.M Woodhouse, who witnessed the brutality of Axis occupation in Greece and
who later worked for the British Embassy in Athens, did not blame the Greek

.LU

government for the political murders that swept the country after December 1945. The
rightist pogrom that led to the third round of the Civil War was in part allowed to happen
because of the instability of the Greek government that was unable to defend its
opponents from right-wing gangs.

43

The Greek Communist's uprising in March 1946 was

due to "legitimate grievances, given that they were a still a legal party."

44

Robert Frazier, author of the book, Anglo-American Relations With Greece, had a
different interpretation. He did not blame the British for staying in Greece during the
rightist pogrom of 1945. The British wanted to leave Greece at the earliest opportunity
but felt that they had no choice but to support the government and intervene directly
when the Greeks themselves found it impossible to govem.

45

Howard Jones' analysis of Truman's decision making in 1947 detailed how the
Greek government tried to secure large amounts of reparations in 1945 as well as trying
to secure U.S. support in annexing parts of Albania and Bulgaria in 1946. Both efforts
failed. Similarly, Greek demands that the U.N. investigate northern border violations and
foreign interference in 1946, only occurred once the U .S.S.R. abstained from voting. The
investigation began in January 1947 because the U.S.S .R. withdrew its veto so that
British interference in Greece and the repressive nature of the Greek government could
46

be exposed. As Acheson noted in his memoirs, the British decision to withdraw
completely from Greece in February 194 7 was a "shocker." 47
The existing literature of the origins of the Cold War in the Near East has mostly
analyzed the role of the U .S. and the U.S.S.R. Iranian government diplomacy is hinted at,
while the role of the Turkish government is hardly mentioned. The Greek Civil War and
the British announcement of withdrawal caused Truman to announce his policy of
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Containment. The Greeks, however, hardly exercised any influence on U.S. thinking.
Chapters II and III will discuss the influence that the Iranians and Turks had upon U.S.
strategic thinking. It will demonstrate that both the Iranian and Turkish governments
continually warned the U.S. about the intentions of the Soviet government in the region.
At times these warnings exaggerated the Soviet Unions diplomatic moves, so that the
U.S.S.R. appeared aggressive. They did this to further their own security, but in doing so,
they helped shape the growing determination in Washington to resist further Soviet
territorial expansion.
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CHAPTER II.
Iranian efforts to secure U.S. support against foreign interference 1943-46.

The Russian and British governments had competed to dominate Southern Asia,
th

1

since the 19 century. At the beginning of the 20 th Century, the Iranians wanted U.S. aid
because they hoped that the U.S. would intervene if the Russians or British threatened
their sovereignty. In 1922, the Iranian government invited U.S. officials to be privately
employed in Iran as government advisors. The Iranians hoped that their presence would
focus the U.S. government's attention in the region. Dr. Arthur Millspaugh, an advisor at
the U.S. State Department's Office of Foreign Trade was invited by the Iranians to go to
Tehran in 1922 and helps organize the government's finances. In 1925 he clashed with
Reza Shah Pahlavi, the new king in Iran because Millspaugh wished to reform taxation,
which would hurt the landed gentry in Iran and undercut Pahlavi's powerbase. This led to
Millspaugh returning home in 192 7. 2
The Iranians then turned to Germany in 1933 to act as the third power within Iran.
The Germans expanded trade and increased their influence over the Iranian government
through bribes and propaganda. 3 The Iranians, by contrast, looked to Germany as a third
counterbalancing power during the 1930s, rather than being overtly pro German per se.

4

Iran's pre-war relationship with Germany led to its domination during World War II by
the two powers it had always feared . The German invasion of the U.S.S.R. was rapid and
in July 1941 this led both Great Britain and the U.S.S.R. to occupy Iran. Both powers
wished to secure the Caucasian oil fields from being seized by the German Army and
they mistrusted the sizeable German community in Iran.

The occupation was made official with the signing of the Tripartite Treaty of
Alliance between Great Britain, the U.S .S.R. and the Iranians in January 1942. The terms
of the treaty allowed the U.S .S.R. to occupy the north of Iran, while the British occupied
the south. The area around Tehran was left under nominal Iranian control. Both nations
were to evacuate Iran six months after the defeat of Germany and her allies. 1n September
1941 , Reza Shah Pahlavi was forced to abdi cate in favor of hi s son Mohammed Shah

Pahlavi. Reza Shah Pahlavi was regarded by the British and the U. S.S .R. as too proGerman The U. S. then joined the occupation to secure southern transport routes through
Iran. The three occupying powers then agreed to respect Iranian sovereignty during their
Tehran Conference in 1943.
The Irani ans di sli ked the Triparti te Treaty and wanted all fore ign troops to leave
at the earli est opportuni ty, even if the war in the Far Ea t wa

till ongoing. They iewed

the European war with Germany as the on ly one that ju tified occupation. This was
because the new ly estab lished supply ro ute through Ira n could not affect the outcome of
the war with Japan. 5
The U.S. viewed Iran a ate t ca e of the Atlantic Charter that was igned in
194 1. It stated that all cou ntrie cou ld determine their own future without interfe rence.

U.S. policy was to halt any medd ling in Iran ian affair by either Great Britain or the
U.S.S .R.6 Pres ident Franklin De lano Roo e\·elt \'iewed

.S. upport of Iran as an

example of U.S. unse lfishness. 7 U.S. help. hO\\·ever. had come at a price. The U.S.
wished to refom1 Iran ·s system of goYemment and taxation against Iranian
.

.

mtrans1gence.

8
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The U.S . was also beginning to understand the economic and strategic importance
of the Middle East. A strong Iran would be a useful buffer to protect U.S. oil interests in
9

th

Saudi Arabia. On July 12 1944, Edward Stettinus, the Acting Secretary of State, made
clear that a stable and fully sovereign Iran would best further U.S. trade opportunities by
peaceful means.

10

U.S. interest in strengthening the independent sovereignty oflran and

securing oil supplies in the region began to increase steadily from 1941 and the U.S.
diplomatic mission in Tehran went from having eighteen employees in 1941, to being in
1945 a full embassy with a staff of ninety-six.
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U.S. policy was thus confused. Both the idealistic and oil driven foreign policies
were mostly "mutually exclusive to each other."

12

The State Department was also unsure

13

of how the post-war world would operate. The lack of direction needed focusing. The
Iranians, with much more experience of dealing with Russia (whether Soviet or Tsarist)
attempted to shape U.S. foreign policy. They began to do this as soon as the U.S . began
aiding the Iranians in 1943 , and continued throughout 1946. The U.S. wanted to trade in
Iran and saw it as a buffer in its oil security, but the Iranians also saw benefit from
working with the U.S. Both sides seemed to have reasons for working with the
other.

Iranian influence on shaping the direction of the U.S. missions 1943-4
At the request of the Iranians, the U.S. initiated three advisory missions in Iran.
U.S. private citizens led the missions. The work of the missions was, however,
scrutinized by Richard Ford, the U.S Charge in Tehran. This suggested that the U.S. was
maintaining a fiction of not interfering in Iranian affairs . The three missions aided the

25
Iranian government in organizing its economy as well as leading its military and rural
poli ce (Gendarmerie).
Millspaugh returned to Iran in January 1943, to head the new U.S Economic
Mission. He was determined to reform taxation as a basis for a more equitable
distribution of wealth. Millspaugh created many new enemies from within the Iranian
elite who were fearful of losing income and status. Almost everything he tried to reform
was a subject of Iranian disapproval. On February 21 st 1944, Ford advised Cordell Hull,
the Secretary of State, that Millspaugh had "upset the Iranians" and, in particular, the
Minister of Commerce and Industry who tendered his resignation. Inquiries by Ford
suggested that the Minister' s resignation was in fact an official government protest
against Millspaugh. His interference in the munitions industry was singled out as the
main cause of concern. Millspaugh viewed Iranian arms factories as a commercial
interest, whereas the Iranians viewed the factories as a political tool to smooth SovietIranian relations. The Iranians acknowledged that they lost heavily in every economic
deal with the U.S.S.R. , but viewed good relations as more important than financial
stability. 14
The Iranian Cabinet also criticized Millspaugh's mission. Ford did not mention if
he was present as a guest at the Cabinet meeting, but clearly he knew the details of the
debate as he knew which subordinate members of the mission the Iranians had singled
out for censure. 15 Ford was worried that Millspaugh was harming U.S. interests because
he continued to send reports back from the Iranian newspapers that attacked
Millspaugh. 16

Lb

Ford also attended a debate in the Majlis (Iranian Parliament) that di scussed
ill pa ugh' work. He recognized that important deputies had lined up to criticize
Mi llspaugh. The criticized Millspaugh vociferously, but they still supported the
government with a vote of confidence.17 The Iranians needed to keep Millspaugh in Iran
as they wanted a U.S. presence in the country, but they did not, however, want him to
succeed.
The Iranians then changed their tactics. Abdolhassan Ebtehaj, the head of the
Iranian Bank Melli, suggested that Millspaugh could stay but that his powers be diluted. 18
The ploy was understood by the State Department. It sent a strongly worded note to the
Iranians. It reminded them that assistance would be withdrawn if Iranians did not want it.
The telegram made clear that the U.S. understood Iranian intentions of using U.S.
advisors as "political buffers."

19

The message was delivered to the Iranian Prime

Minister Muhammad Sa'ed Maraghei (referred to in diplomatic records as Saed) but on
June

gt\ Saed expressed disappointment that the U.S. advisors had achieved so little and
20

repeated his demand that Millspaugh ' s brief be curtailed.

Millspaugh called the Iranian's bluff. On June 23

rd

,

he resigned just one day

before a bill was introduced into the Majlis repealing his mission.21 On the same day,
Major General Clarence Ridley, the U.S. head of the Military Mission, resigned as well.
Ford communicated Ridley's decision to the Iranians on July 15th. The Iranians replied
on August 3rd . Not surprisingly, given the Iranian strategy of wanting a U.S. presence in
the country, they wished Ridley to remain for at least one further year. They expressed
"complete sati sfaction" with his work, which was in complete contrast to that of
Millspaugh's. 22 This was because Ridley's reforms, unlike Millspaugh's were not

27

threatening the wealth of the Iranian elite. Both the Departments of State and War agreed
to extend the Ridley mission until March 1st 1945. No evidence from the State
Department records suggested any Iranian disquiet over Ridley's work. 23 The Iranians
also refused to accept Millspaugh's resignation. They needed to keep Millspaugh and his
team in Iran, but they just did not want it to initiate any financial reforms. The Iranians
were not to know that Ridley's resignation was in response to a routine recall from the
State Department.

24

They conflated Ridley's resignation with that of Millspaugh's. The

Iranians hurriedly worked out a compromise position with Millspaugh whereby the
25

Majlis would oversee his work. Millspaugh then felt confident enough to continue
under the now "more favorable circumstances."26 Tellingly though, Millspaugh's tax
reforms, were never enforced. 27
Colonel H. Norman Schwarzkopf Senior was the Director of the Gendarmerie, the
third U.S. mission in Iran. On March 28 th 1944, Ford wrote to Hull that Schwarzkopf had
many successes but was also frustrated by some Iranian officials. Schwarzkopf initiated
the removal of the Gendarmerie from Iranian army control. He had, however, begun to
notice that Iranian officials had lost interest in his mission, and more seriously, opposed
his reforms. He suggested that this truculence was due to the Iranians being prepared to
28

"co-operate with the mission only when it is in their interest to do so." By initiating a
turf war with the Iranian army over control of the Gendarmerie, Schwarzkopf found that
Iranian officials lost interest in his reforms. It was not in the Iranian government's
interest to loosen its control of the army .
Amidst the furor in Iran over Millspaugh' s mission, the State Department inquired
.
• Schwarz kop f· Saed was agreeable
as to whether the Iranian government wished
to retam

28

to an ex tension despite his assertion that Schwarzkopf "had achieved nothing to date."29
The same pattern was evident for all three missions. The Iranians wanted the U.S. to be
present in Iran, but they were not to achieve anything.

Iranian delaying tactics over the oil negotiations 1944

The same pattern of Iranian vacillation was apparent in their discussions with U.S
companies over oil exploration. The U.S Standard-Vacuum Oil Company began
negotiations with the Iranians in 1943 .30 Standard-Vacuum's talks were soon stalled and
representatives of Sinclair Oil, a second U.S. company began negotiations in May 1944. 31
The negotiations were further strung out when the terms offered by both
companies were leaked to the Iranian press. The offers were debated in the Majlis and in
the newspapers. Saed promised to announce which company had won the contract within
two weeks. 32 He reneged on this; instead, he asked U.S. petroleum advisors based in
Washington to come to Tehran and study the offers. Even the arrival of the experts from
Washington did not end the impasse. Ford then suggested, in August 1944, that highlevel executives from the companies should come to Iran in order to try and speed up the
negotiations. 33 Ford did not seem to recognize that the Iranians had little interest in
making a decision. This was compounded when the U.S.S .R. , concerned with possible
U.S. oil companies ' incursions into northern Iran sent its own commission to negotiate a
deal in September.
Commissar Sergei Kavtaradze, the Soviet negotiator, demanded exclusive drilling
ri ghts over a fi ve-year period covering 20,000 square kilometers of northern Iran; he
pressured the Shah to make a quick agreement. The Iranians then decided not to grant a

29
conce sion to any country until after the war had ended. Before the official
announcement was made, Hussein Ala, the Iranian Court Minister, met Leland B. Morris,
the new U.S . ambassador, in an effort to ascertain how far the U.S. would be upset by the
34

embargo on oil concessions. The Iranians were relieved that the U.S . took a sympathetic
line with the Iranian decision to halt further negotiations. Hull advised Morris that the
U.S. understood that Iran "had acted in good faith." 35 It was unclear from the records if
the Iranians extended the same courtesy towards the U.S .S.R.
The muted response from U.S . officials over Saed's decision to abandon
negotiations was in stark contrast to the Soviet one. Morris did not cite his sources, but
some of his information came from private conversations between Kavtaradze and
members of the Iranian government. This implied that the Iranians leaked the details of
th

these conversations to Morris. On October 13 1944, Morris reported that Kavtaradze
had warned that the Iranian decision "could have unhappy consequences." The Soviet
th

version of Kavtaradze ' s meeting with Saed on September 13 was completely different
to how the Iranians reported it to the Morris. The U.S .S.R. wanted to withdraw all troops,
maintain friendly relations and raise the prestige of the current Iranian government. In
return, the U.S.S.R. wanted to become "acquainted with the northern oil deposits ." Saed
agreed to assist with securing this. 36 Either the Soviet account of the meeting was faulty
or the Iranians exaggerated the Soviet proposals to further their own agenda.
One week later, Morris reported to Hull that "very considerable perturbation is
being felt in Iranian official circles." The Iranians told him that pro-Soviet members of
the Iranian press and Majlis were calling for Saed to resign and that the campaign was

30
being orchestrated by the Soviet embassy. Soviet troops had marched through Tehran and
past the Majlis. 37
1

By October 24 \ Morris was again confident of gleaning the outcome of a private
dinner between the Soviet ambassador in Iran, Mikhail Maximov, the Shah and Saed. The
results of this meeting were duly reported back to Hull on the 25 th _ Again, the inference
was that the Iranians were only too happy to report negative and threatening Soviet
behavior. The Shah notified Morris of his intention to, "short of armed opposition," resist
Soviet pressure to have Saed replaced; however, this would only occur if "the American
and British governments approve this policy." The Shah then suggested that should he be
forced to remove Saed, his replacement would be "pledged to the same polices as
,,38

Sae d .

The Iranians were playing a clever game. First, they were again attempting to
obtain direct U.S support for their policy of dealing with the U.S.S.R. Second, they had
let it be known that they were acting reasonably and proportionally by ruling out the use
of force . Third, by preparing to accept Saed ' s resignation, the Iranians could show that
the U.S.S .R. was interfering with their sovereignty; this was something that the U.S. had
consistently opposed.
By the end of October, Morris reported back to Hull that the Iranian Communist
Party (Tudeh) mustered 35 ,000 demonstrators in an effort to oust Saed. Morris was
convinced that the rally was sponsored by the Soviet embassy; however, what was not
mentioned by Morris was that later demonstrations led to the shooting of proteS ters by
Iranian police and that 50,000 people turned up to mourn at one 0 f the demonstrator's
funeral. 39

31
By contrast, Morris reported, via Saed, that Soviet inspired incidents were
" H itlerian." These included the beating up of an Iranian officer by members of the Tudeh

Party, the Soviet disanning of Iranian troops and police and the refusal of either
Maximov or Kavtaradze to speak to the Shah or Saed. Settinus advised Averill Harriman,
the U.S. ambassador in Moscow to infonn the Soviet government that U.S. policy was
"recognition of the sovereign right of an independent nation, such as Iran, acting in a
non-discriminatory manner to grant or withhold commercial concessions within its
territory."

40

What Morris did not mention in his reports; however, was that the majority

of the disturbances were in either Kurdish or Azerbaijani Iran. The U.S .S.R. supported
the demonstrations, but they did reflect genuine local grievances felt by an alienated
section of the Iranian population. 41

The Iranian portrayal of the U.S.S.R.'s refusal to withdraw its troops
Saed bowed to the pressure and resigned on November gth_ Murtazagulu Bayat
headed the new government. Saed's resignation did not end the disturbances. On January
th

5 1945, Morris cabled Stettinus, who had been promoted to Secretary of State on
December 1st 1944, that striking workers in the Soviet zone had attacked gendarmes.
Schwarzkopf reported that the gendarmes had fired over the heads of the workers but had
been subsequently disarmed and humiliated by Soviet troops. The Iranians refused to
grant permission for either Morris or Schwarzkopf to approach Mazimov to complain.
· the Soviet
· am b assa dor. 42 This
Instead, the Iranians wished to take up the matter with
. able to re 1ay th eir
· version· of conversations
granted the Iranians the advantage of bemg
between themselves and the U.S .S.R. back to U.S. officials.

32
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On January I 8 1945, the Iranian Minister, Mohammed Shayesteh, made separate
visits in Washington to Stettiuns and George Allen, the State Department's Chief of
Middle Eastern Division. His message was identical each time. The Iranians were afraid
of Soviet designs on northern Iran and Shayesteh wanted U.S . support. Stettinus assured
Shayesteh that Roosevelt would bring up the matter at the Yalta conference. 43 Despite
Stettinus' assurances, this did not happen. The U.S.S.R. refused to discuss Iran at the
conference. 44
Ten days after the end of the Yalta conference, the Iranians again tried to raise the
issue of Soviet aggression with Morris. This time, they solicited the support of Monsieur
E. Graeffe, the Belgian Minister in Tehran. Graeffe outlined how Kurdish raiders
"pillaged towns" and "killed police stationed in them." The incidents took place in the
Soviet zone, but they had refused to interfere. The Iranians wanted to send troops to reestablish control, but they also needed to secure U.S. and British support for such a move.
Morris noted that this move was directly related to the outcome of the Yalta conference. 45
The U.S. was keen to avoid any entanglement with the U.S.S .R. Joseph Grew, the Acting
Secretary of State, noted that the Iranians had the right to move troops anywhere but
should seek permission with Soviet officials, in order to maintain friendly relations with
the Soviets. 46
Despite this latest setback, the Iranians continued to furnish the U.S. further
1

evidence of Soviet interference in Iranian affairs. On March 6 \ Nasrollah Entezam, the
Iranian Foreign Minister, reported to Morris that his ambassador in Moscow had had an
.
. Fore1gn
· M.mis
· ter. Molotov had suggested
mterview
with Vyacheslav Molotov, the Soviet
.
• att1tu
· de,, an d that the refusal to allow
that the Iranian government had an " anti-Russian
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oil concessions was aimed squarely at the U·S·S•R.47 Subse quen ti y, th e Iraman
· Ch'1ef of
Staff, Afra and Entezam both saw Morris separately. They complained about the Soviet
refusal to allow enough Iranian troops to be moved north into the Soviet zone of Iran to
restore order. Afra suggested that the Kurds would annihilate the small unit allowed
through by Soviets and that the Soviets would like to see that happen.48
The Iranians then tried to enlist U.S help in expelling Soviet troops by tempting
the U.S. so that their troops would be allowed to stay. On May I ot\ the Iranian
delegation to the San Francisco Conference announced that because the U.S.S.R. had not
declared war on Japan, Iran wished to see Soviet troops withdraw immediately. Mostafa
Adi , the Iranian Minister of Justice, requested U.S . support in the matter. Mostafa added
that Iranians "desired to collaborate closely with the U.S.A, not just in words, but by their
vote, as they had already shown." 49 Adi was pointing out that Iran had supported the
U.S. in the creation of the U .N. and now expected support in return. In Tehran, Morris
noted in an interview that touched on troop withdrawa l with the Shah that "he did not
mention withdrawal of American forces. "
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The Iranians then delivered notes to both the Soviet and Briti sh governments that
requested troop withdrawal from Iran . The U.S received an identical letter; however,
Anushiravan Sepahbodi the new Iranian Minister of Foreign Affairs, acknowledged
pri vately to the State Department that thi s was just to keep up appearances as U.S troops
had already begun to withdraw.51 The U.S. War Department upset the Iranian stratagem.
General Booth commander of the Persian Gu lf Command (PGC), was instructed to
'

evacuate Iran completely by June 1st 1945. This led to an Irani an request that U.S troops,
.
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Sepahbodi hoped
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that U.S. troops would ultimately, not depart until both the Russians and British had left.
Two days later, H.Hadjeb Davallou, First Secretary of the Iranian Legation in
Washington repeated the suggestion to Loy Henderson, the Chief of the State
Department's Near Eastern Division (N.E.A.). 53
Prior to the Potsdam Conference where Truman met Stalin to discuss the final
peace settlement, the Iranians again complained to the U.S. about Soviet and British
interference in its affairs. Muhsin Sadr, the new Iranian Prime Minister pleaded for U.S.
support in ridding all foreign troops from Iran. Ala reiterated this message the day before
the Potsdam Conference was due to begin. Ala was blunt in his appraisal of Soviet
intentions. The U.S.S.R. was acting "like Nazi Germany up to 1939 winning bloodless
coups.
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But If the Iranian government had high hopes for the Potsdam Conference, then
they were disappointed. Truman announced that U.S. troops would withdraw unilaterally
from Iran by January I st 1946. Further troop withdrawals were to be discussed at the
Foreign Ministers Conference that was due to be held at London in September. Shortly
after the Potsdam Conference, Japan surrendered. This meant that the deadline for all
troops to leave was March 2nd 1946. Henderson was also disappointed with the outcome
and took to writing a lengthy memorandum to the new Secretary of State James Byrnes,
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warning him about foreign intrigue inside oflran.

Henderson was aware of the difficulty that Iran faced and he was determined to
· 'den ts tO rep ort
make sure the new Secretary of State was too. He certainly had more mc1
because the Iranians continued to furnish the State Department with more evidence of
·
•
Soviet
mterference.
On September 18 th , Wallace Murray, th e ne w U·S Ambassador to
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Tehran. reported that Sepahbodi had written on numerou s occasions
· to the sov1et
·
embassy complaining of increased Soviet interference in the north of Iran, but he had
"not even received an acknowledgement ·" A day later Murray sent tw o more te1egrams
outlining alleged Soviet interference. The Iranian Deputy Chief of Staff informed the
embassy that he had been prevented by the Soviets from instigating martial law in the
northern town of Maragheh. 56
On August 30

th
,

Ja'afar Pishaveri created a new political party called the

Democratic Party of Azerbaijan. Kurdish leaders as well as members of the Tudeh Party
57

were asked by the U.S .S.R. to join. Rumors went around Tehran of Soviet inspired
uprisings and of the "Democratic Party's efforts to seize control of the provincial
government."
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Murray reported their activities to Byrnes. He regarded the support it had

from the Soviet embassy as obvious and he further suspected that the Party was a cover
for the Tudeh Party, should it be banned. 59 A day later he concluded that the ultimate aim
of the U.S.S.R was to access the Persian Gulf and gain political control of northern Iran.
He warned that the U.S.S.R. would replace the Iranian government with a 'popular' one
akin to the communist one then in power in Rumania. Murray counseled for a strong
positive response by the U.S. 60 Before the U.S. could act, a new government was formed
on October 30t\ led by Ibrahim Hakimi.
Murray continued his reporting of Soviet interference in November. He reported
that the Democratic Party of Azerbaijan had seized control of all of the major supply
routes into southern Azerbaijan. Murray conceded that the veracity of all his reports
could not be vouched for, but that the situation was "unquestionably serious and may
constitute open rebellion." Between November 20 th an d 23rd , Murray sent nine telegrams
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outlining the nature of the disturbances. All nine telegrams blamed the U.S.S.R and all of
them were sourced from officials in the Iranian government.61
Byrnes responded to Murray's telegrams by informing Harriman in Moscow to
remind the Soviet government of its obligations under the Tehran agreement of 1943 to
respect Iranian sovereignty. It seemed that the U.S.S.R. took no notice of Byrnes because
elections were held in northern Iran, which the Iranian government condernned. 62 On
1

December I 5 \ Murray warned that "if solution is not found we may expect early
dismemberment of country with northern provinces eventually becoming integral part of
the Soviet Union." 63
Byrnes, who was at the Council of Foreign Ministers in Moscow, stalled and
asked for more information. Murray countered that the evidence presented was
"voluminous" and was a "thorough indictment of Soviet activities in Northern Iran."64 If
the evidence was "voluminous" and "thorough," then this was due to Iranian persistence.
The Iranian ambassador in Washington was more forthright. In a conversation with Dean
Acheson, the Acting Secretary of State, he compared U.N. inaction as similar to what
happened in Manchuria in 1931, Abyssinia in 1936 and Munich in 1938. He linked Iran's
fate to that of Turkey and all the Near East.
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In private, President Harry Truman was livid with Byrnes ' diplomacy and
rebuked him for failing to be tough with the U.S.S.R.
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The first hint of the new U.S .
th

policy emerged in a telegram from Acheson to Harriman on December 24 1945.
Acheson counseled that if the Iranians decided to raise the issue of Soviet interference at
the U.N. Security Council, the U.S. "in view of the facts already known could not pursue
.
. • b
de of Iranian charges to
any course other than to agree that a careful mvest1gat10n e ma

the effect that the Soviet Union infringed upon the t

·t · ·
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em ona1 mtegnty or political
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independence of Iran." Acheson did not state which f;ac ts were aIready known, but
because most of what was reported back to the State Departm ent came via
· Iraman
·
sources, it can be inferred that Acheson had accepted much of th e Iraman
· version
· of
events too.
Two days later Ala told George Allen, the new Deputy Director of the N.E.A. that
the Iranians wanted to take the matter to the U.N. but had postponed any decision until
they were assured of U.S. support. Although Allen refused to give a straight answer, he
did hint that support would be given. Ala ended the conversation by stating that was
going to advise his government to raise the issue with the Security Council. 68

Iranian diplomacy and the Security Council -January 1946

The Iranian delegation presented to the U.N. Security Council its protest against
continued Soviet interference on January 19th 1946. On the same day, Murray met
Hakimi . Murray urged him to begin negotiations with Azerbaijani dissidents because a
failure to negotiate would facilitate the Azerbaijanis to declare full independence. Hakimi
refused; he called the dissidents "scoundrels." Murray persisted and hinted that the U.S.
would back the Iranians. Offering a "public gesture" would "show the world that Iran
Government was doing what it could to solve its own problems and that "some benefits
were to be expected even if negotiations came to nothing."
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This suggested that the U.S.

wanted the Iranians to appear before the U.N. as the injured, yet conciliatory party.
Before, Hakimi could act on the advice, Qazi Mohammed, the Kurdish separatiS t
. urnform
.
• d an autonomous Kurdish Republic in
Ieader, donned a Soviet
and proclaime
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Mahabad. Thi s led to the fall of Hakimi 's govemm t d h
·
en an to t e selection of Ahmad
Qavam as Prime Minister. It was believed at the ti.me th t Q
a avam would make
conciliatory moves towards the U.S.S.R. 70
Andrei Vishinsky, the head of the U.S.S.R's delegation at the U.N. presented the
Soviet version of events on January 24th. The Iranians presented their rebuttal two days
later. The Iranians countered that the U.S.S.R. submitted an "incredible distortion" as
.d
71 M
.
ev1 ence.
urray was certamly repeating the Iranian version of events because he
dismissed the Soviet version out of hand. Murray sent a report to Byrnes that ripped apart
the evidence submitted by the Soviets. He pointed out that "only Soviets and their
stooges would be cynical enough to assert that presence Russian troops in Azerbaijan has
no connection with recent events in that province." 72
Qavam continued to keep Murray abreast of Iranian strategy. He showed Murray
his instructions to the Iranian delegation in London. It ordered them not to weaken their
case. At the same time, Qavam proposed direct negotiations with the U.S.S.R. and asked
advice from Murray should the U.S.S.R. demand oil concessions. Murray refused a direct
answer but referred to Roosevelt's announcement that oil should be developed for the

'

benefit oflranians and not foreigners. Qavam' s suggestion of negotiations with the
U.S.S.R was not appeasement. His offer of talks with the U.S.S.R was aimed at forcing
the U.S. 's hand. Qavam was offering Murray a choice. Either the U.S. would help to rid
Iran of Soviet troops or they would lose any chance of developing their oil concession.
At the same time, Ala advised Stettinus (now the U.S. representative at th e U.N.
in London) that he was prepared to offer direct bilateral negotiations with th e U.S.S.R. as
• C
·1 The Iranians tried to
long as the di spute remained on the agenda of the Secunty ounci ·
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ti e the U.S. closer to Iran by asking the US
· · to make this proposaI. Th e US
. . re fu sed, and
the Iranians were forced to submit their proposal of bilateral talks on January 301h_73 At
the insi stence of th e U.S.S.R., the Azerbaijan issue was allowed to be called back at any
time by the Security Council, rather than have the issue remain formally on its agenda.
The Iranians were not impressed and questioned who would raise the issue and when at
the Security Council. Richard Hare, the political advisor to Stettinus had to remind
Hassan Taqizadeh, the Iranian Ambassador at the U.N. that Stettinus had made clear that
the crisis would remain a continuing concern until a satisfactory solution was reached. 74

Iranian diplomacy February- April 1946
Throughout February 1946, the Iranian crisis was surrounded by other events that
seemed to confirm the belief that the U.S.S.R. was expansionist. The first round of
discussions at the Security Council had failed to solve the Azerbaijan crisis and put the
onus on the Iranians and the U.S.S.R. to conduct bilateral discussions. As the talks
between Qavam and Molotov were set to get underway, Pishevari, declared the creation
of an Azerbaijani national army. Robert Rossow, the U.S. Vice Consul in Tabriz,
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interpreted this as an excuse to allow the U.S.S .R. to stay in northern Iran. On the same
day, Stalin made his election speech in Moscow. Justice William 0 . Douglas told James
Forrestal, the Secretary of the Navy, that the speech was "the declaration of World War
III." 76 Ten days later, George Kennan, Deputy Chief of Mission at the U.S. Embassy in
. th e nature
Moscow sent his "Long Telegram " that seeme d to exp 1am
· of a paranoid Soviet
. Policy.
. Byrnes then gave a speech that seeme d to m
· d·cate
a much firmer U.S.
1
foreign
attitude towards the Soviet Union.
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The new U.S. position, however, was still not backed up by e1·th er m1·11tary
·
or
financial support. Qavam was left in a rather difficult position . Th e u..
s s.R. cou Id Ieave
the north of th e country permanently occupied if they felt threatened. 78 Qavam could not
negotiate from a position of strength.
Qavam could only try to gamer open U.S. support and he did this by portraying
the Soviet negotiations as unreasonable. In Moscow, Kennan obtained a list of the Soviet
demands from their talks with Qavam. How he got it, was not stated, but it is hard not to
assume that it was the Iranians who forwarded it to him. On March 41\ Kennan visited
Qavam in Moscow. Qavam appeared depressed. He confirmed that he had not been able
to make any headway in his negotiations. Kennan reported that Soviet demands included
autonomy for Azerbaijan, granting of oil concessions and the continued presence of
Soviet troops in the north of the country. He suggested that Qavam had been under
"tremendous pressure" from Molotov to agree. Qavam then inquired why the U.S. had
not made a formal complaint to the U.S.S.R as the Soviet troops had remained in Iran
past their March 2nd deadline for withdrawal. Kennan claimed that no official request had
been received in Washington. Within 24 hours the Iranian government sent one. On the
same day Rossow saw "exceptionally heavy troop movements" heading in the direction
of Tehran. He asserted "it is further reported that Kurds are preparing to assert claim to
Turkish Kurdistan and plan to commence military operations to that end soon."
Qavam's version of the negotiations coupled with Rossow's report influenced
79

Byrnes. On March 5th he sent the note of protest to the Soviet Government. But
Qavam's account of the negotiations was different from that reported by the Soviet
·
·
b
23 rd Q m offered amnesty to any
sources. According to the Soviet version, on Fe ruary
ava

41
7crbai_iani conn e ted with Peshavrai's Democrati c M ovement, Ioca I electi·ons to

r ro\'in cial counci ls and levying of local taxes by Azerbaijani s. Qavam still held out
again st autonomy for Azerbaijan, but suggested that once Soviet troops withdrew the
"Soviet leadership could lay down a basis for cooperation in the oil issue and other
economi c areas." The U.S.S.R. rejected this because Qavam had not indicated a
wi llingness to organize a joint Soviet-Iranian Oil Society. Qavam, however, said he
would be more than happy to organize such a company immediately after Soviet troops
had withdrawn. Qavam then met with Kennan on the same day to discuss his apparent
lack of progress. His offer of oil concessions was not communicated to Kennan. 80
Qavam ' s tactics appeared to have paid off. On March ]1h, Henderson and his team
from the N.E.A. presented a map to Byrnes that outlined the thrust of Soviet troop
movements. Byrnes responded to the report with the promise that "Now we 'll give it to
them with both barrels." Charles Bohlen, the Soviet expert at the State Department and
Acheson suggested that a statement of any strong U.S. action would only be a bluff and
. d to
that the U.S. had to allow the U.S.S.R a graceful way out. 81 Byrnes was determme

support the Iranians but as yet, the U.S. was unable to show any practical demonstration
th

of force to persuade the Soviets to withdraw. The 2nd U.S. telegram of March 8 was not
"giving it to them with both barrels." It informed the U.S.S.R. that the U.S. was aware of
Soviet troop movements and that the U.S. wanted to know if the U.S.S.R. was going to
keep its side of the bargain and withdraw its troops as previously agreed, however, th e
subtext of th e second telegram was clear. The U.S. was fully aware of what the Soviets
82

were up to and it needed to stop.

4L.

Amidst the increased tension in Iran , Qavam retu me d tirom Moscow on March
th

11

and was immediately met by Murray who questioned h.1m on h.1s negotiations.
· ·
Th e

U. S. was clearly worried about rumors of Qavam's policy of appeasing the U.S.S.R.
Murray wanted the issue again to be brought before the Security Council. This time
though he wanted it to be "in parallel action" as joint requests by both the U.S. and the
Iranians, but that there "should be no sign of weakening or haziness with respect to Iran's
determination." Qavam, ignored this and cut straight to the point and asked what
"America or Britain could or would do in case Soviet government ignored our present
protests." Murray claimed it was not possible to give a precise answer and Qavam then
outlined his version of the negotiations in Moscow. He explained that he asked for Soviet
troop withdrawal, a settling of the Azerbaijan issue and the appointment of a new Soviet
ambassador in Tehran. He did not mention that he had offered Soviet oil concessions;
indeed, he suggested that Molotov had demanded it as a price for ending the crisis.
Qavam did however, quote an alleged remark made by Stalin that seemed to indicate that
the U.S.S.R. did not believe that the U.S . was serious in its foreign policy and that the
U.S.S .R was not afraid of the U.S. Murray was alarmed that Qavam would not state that
Iran's next step would be through the U.N. solely. On the same day as Qavam's return,
Ala in Washington inquired if the U. S would bring up the issue of Iran at the Security
Council should Qavam feel unable to do so. 83 By looking to waver and suggesting that
the U.S.S.R. knew the U.S . was bluffing, Qavam was hoping to force the U.S. into
making its position public.
On March 14th Qavam met Murray again and offered him five possible Iranian
. . Q
t d to know which one
policies that the Iranian government was cons1denng. avam wan e

43

the U.S. suppotted. Murray suggested that the appeal t th S
·
.
o e ecunty Council and
notification to the U.S.S.R of the illegality of the pre

fs ·
sence o ov1et troops was the most

favo red. Of the fi ve options this corresponded to Iranian th 1·nk·mg. Th e three days of
wavering by Qavam had clearly shook Murray and he was determined to see that Qavam
had the issue raised at the U.N. Qavam solicited Murray and Sir Reader Bullard, the
British ambassador, asking what support the U.S . and British would give if the Iranians
went ahead and brought up the issue at the Security Council. Qavam' s suggested that
even ifhe did indeed delay an appeal, the U.S.S.R. would engineer an overthrow of his
government. Thus the urgency of any support was made clear to both Murray and Reader.
In reply, on the same day, Byrnes requested that Murray repeat the U.S. position that the
Iranians should "immediately file an appeal with the Security Council" and that the U.S
would fully support it. 84
With guaranteed support from U.S . government, the Iranians lodged their second
complaint on March 18 th . Six days earlier, The Iranians, through General Ridley, then
made a formal request to buy surplus U.S. military equipment. The rejection of this
request on March 22 nd must have left Qavam in a quandary over just how far the U.S.
were prepared to support the Iranians and this explained the hesitation over Iranian policy
between March 23 rd and 25 th . Qavam appeared to retreat somewhat and he blamed Ala
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for overstepping his brief in bringing the issue before the Security Council. The
U.S.S.R. then proposed to Qavam the withdrawal of Soviet troops from all Iranian
territory. The offer contained three caveats. First, the offer was valid if "if nothing else
happened." Second, Iran had to agree to the creation of the lrano-Soviet Oil Company
with 51% control to the U. S.S.R., and third, Iranian Azerbaijan was to be granted

'+'+

autonomy. Murray feared that Qavam would concede oil concessions to get the U.S.S .R.
to withdraw.
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On March 27 Qavam discussed with Mu.rray h.1s coun ter proposa Is to the

Soviet offer. Murray felt resigned to the fact that Ala would continue debating at the U.N.
until Qavam had quietly settled the negotiations with Sadchikov; furthermore, Qavam
suggested that the details of these negotiations would now be kept secret. Acheson was
not impressed by this Iranian tactic. He foresaw the U.S. would end up championing Iran
for its own ends if the Iranian government did not include the U.S. in its deliberations. 87
Despite U.S. misgivings, the Iranians and the U.S .S.R. agreed to end the crisis on
th

April 4 . They both agreed to the formation of a Majlis ratified joint Irano-Soviet Oil
Company, six months after withdrawal of Soviet troops; in addition, Azerbaijan was to be
an Iranian affair to solve. The U.S supported the resolution as long as the issue remained
upon the Security Council's agenda. 88 The agreement did not please Acheson. In his
memoirs he described it as "dubious." 89 Qavam then inquired how far the U.S. would
support the removal of the issue from the Security Council's agenda or indeed, whether if
they did, could it ever be returned. Byrnes sent an immediate response and argued that it
should remain. Qavam could hardly fail to notice that whenever he appeared on the verge
of conceding demands made of him by the U.S.S.R., the U.S. went a little further in
offering outright support. On May 11 th the U.S. sent George Allen as the new ambassador
to Iran. He attempted to move Qavam towards a more pro-U.S. policy. Without economic
or military aid, this was a difficult task.90

Iranian Diplomacy: May-December 1946
On May 20 th• the Iranians reported to the U.N. that all Soviet troops had departed
and that the issue was to be dropped from the Security Council's agenda. Acco rd ing to
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All en. Qavam alerted the U.S . that should the Iranians find furth

·d
fs ·
er ev1 ence o ov1et

interference, they would deal directly with the U.S.S.R. 91 This meant that the U.S. would
be excluded from any negotiations and the U.N's nascent authority would be undermined.
This clearly frightened Stettinus. He telegrammed back immediately and suggested that
regardless of any Iranian decision to drop the issue from the Security Council, the U.S.
would keep it on the agenda and would likely set up a commission of investigation to
ascertain how far the Soviets had withdrawn. Byrnes concurred and instructed Stettinus
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to keep the matter on the agenda. On June 101\ Allen held a conference with Qavam "in
all frankness" where he outlined which of Qavam' s policies had upset the U.S. He
highlighted Qavam's "warm expressions of friendship for the U.S.S.R without any
93

reference to any other nations." This kind ofrebuke by a U.S. official was certainly new
and indicated how far the U.S. was now concerned and involved in Iranian affairs. Allen
certainly mistrusted Qavam. On June 1?1\ he reported to Byrnes that "more and more
observers are beginning to suspect that Qavam has gone so far over to the pro-Soviet
camp he cannot retract." 94 Especially damaging to U.S. credibility was Qavam's
suggestion to terminate both the U.S led Military and Rural Policing missions. Acheson
was adamant that they should remain but conceded that there would be little alternative if
st
Qavam demanded their withdrawal. 95 To make matters worse, on August 1 , amidst

rioting in Tehran, Qavam appointed three Tudeh members into his cabinet.
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Qavam, though, was not as pro-Soviet as Allen suspected. Throughout the
.
. . U.S. a1.d. He as ked 1or
..- ct·Irec t military or economic aid
summer, Qavam qmetly
sohc1ted
on July 31 st , August 13 th and 24t h as well as September 29 th •97 Fma 11 Y, on September 30t\
. po 1·icy of conciliation towards
Qavam appeared to concede to the U.S. that h1s
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zerbaijani separatists and Tudeh Party members throu h t th
g ou e summer of 1946 was a
fa ilure. Qavam asked Allen for direct economic assistance to h l
t " d. ·
f
e p crea e con 1tlons o
pem1anence. " By suffering a summer of US
·
· · complaints about h.1s apparent pro- sov1et
policies, Qavam was in effect gambling that the U.S. would now at long last offer direct
help to keep the U.S.S.R. out of Iran.
There is evidence that Iranian tactics of informing the U.S . about Soviet intentions
had paid off. In July 1946, Truman asked his close advisor Mark Clifford to prepare a
report outlining when, where and how the U.S.S.R had broken its recent promises and
agreements with the U.S. Clifford consulted widely within the State and War
Departments in drawing up his report. Clifford twice used the anecdote about Iranian
troops being blocked from entering the north of the country. He saw this as an example of
how the U.S.S .R. had broken its promise made at Tehran in 1943 for the "maintenance of
the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity oflran."98
No mention was made of any Azerbaijani grievances with the Iranian
government. Clifford claimed that the U.S.S.R. wanted to secure Azerbaijani oil at the
expense of the British. He did not mention Qavam ' s offer of oil concessions to Molotov
in Moscow nor did he mention that the U.S.S.R. had begun talks over oil after the U.S.

'

had been negotiating for oil rights at the behest of the Iranians and that the Iranians had
offered northern oil drilling rights . This was bound to upset the U.S.S.R. who had made
clear their existing interests in securing these oil fields.
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Evidence of the continued

. Iran despite
. assurances to th e contrary , from both Qavam
presence of Soviet troops m
and the U.S.S.R. were also mentioned by Clifford. '
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Und r such changed circumstances, Acheson agreed to Qavam's September 30 ,h
request and warned that if they did not offer aid another party (i.e. the U.S.S.R.) would.
Acheson immediately asked Byrnes (who was in Paris) for his comments. Byrnes agreed
to give economic but not military aid. This was a departure from the State Department's
policy of not granting economic credits to Iran. 101 On October 6th Qavam reported to
Allen that Sadchikov had been pressuring him to hold the Majlis elections and thus ratify
the Irano-Soviet Oil company agreement from April. Qavam noted that he could not
delay the election much longer. This certainly hinted that oil concessions would go to the
U.S.S.R. at the possible exclusion of U.S. companies. Ala followed this up in a meeting
with Henderson and Acheson, to ask for more assistance. Henderson prepared a
memorandum for Acheson outlining the same message. The U.S . could not afford to
allow Iran to become a Soviet puppet and that the West's oil supplies were dependent
upon a sovereign Iran. 102 Acheson and Byrnes were still not quite able to offer what the
Iranians wanted.
One final crisis pushed the U.S. into direct aid for Iran. Allen discovered that an
Iranian cabinet member was forwarding to the U.S.S .R. information about a pending
aviation agreement; the agreement was, according to Allen, breaking international rules.
th

The Shah demanded a cabinet reshuffle that went through on October 20 and was
accompanied yet again with a direct appeal for U.S. assistance. Qavam was reappointed
Prime Minister and Henderson feared that Qavam would not be able to withS tand Soviet
pressure to resign. 103 Allen noted that "Iranian frequent demands for credits" was
•
.
,,104
·
·
Bymes agre ed to the military credits. On
becommg
"embarrassmg.
This
time,

ovember 41\ Byrnes directed $10 million credits for materiel.
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Qavam sent troops into Azerbaijan to restore order on December ih_Allen was
quoted in the Iranian press when asked to comm t I ·
.
en on raman troops bemg deployed in
Azerbaij an as "an entirely normal and proper decision ,,10s B h
d
•
y t e en of December 1946

'

the Azerbaijani government had collapsed and Tehran was m
· contro 1of its
· rebellious
•
province. Instead of hints and promises of support at th e u.N., th e u.s. had promised
·
military and economic aid. Iranian long-term goals of involving a third power as a
counterbalance against the Great Britain or the U.S.S .R. had succeeded. Qavam, unlike
his predecessors had apparently leaned towards the friendship with the U.S.S.R. in a
deliberate attempt to alarm the U.S. This succeeded in removing Soviet troops from its
soil and left the Iranians in control of its northern provinces and oil.

Conclusion
The Iranians attempted to keep the U.S. in Iran from 1943 onwards. They blocked U.S.
attempts at reforming the machinery of government, and retreated whenever the U.S .
threatened to end the Missions' work. Once it became clear that the U.S.S.R. was
unwilling to leave Iran, the Iranians sent report after report to the U.S. outlining Soviet
acts of aggression. U.S. attempts at interceding with the U.S.S.R. over alleged incidents
were blocked by the Iranians. They always preferred to report back their versions of
events so that they controlled the narrative.
The Iranians had stuck to a fairly consistent version of events from 1943 onwards.
The U.S.S.R. wanted at the very least to control the northern oil fields and most probably

°·

,

. Tehran that was un der Moscow ,s con tr 1 By 1946 the Iranians
wanted a government m
th
had convinced the U.S. that Iranian sovereignty was in jeopardy. The U.S. supported e
.
B
aring to be pro-Soviet
Iranians in the U.N. but the Iranians sought dtrect support. Y appe

49
in the summer of 1946, the Iranians successfully altered U.S. policy into directly funding
military equipment so that the Iranians could regain control of its rebellious northern
provinces. The U .S. rarely, if at all, questioned the veracity of the Iranian reports. They
seemed to accept them verbatim. This allowed the Iranians to portray the U.S.S.R. as
aggressive and untrustworthy . By the end of 1946, the U.S . had accepted fully the Iranian
narrative and had pledged to support the Iranian government.
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CHAPTER III
Turkish Efforts to Secure U S Su
•
. . pport Agamst Foreign Interference 1945-46

Turkish-Diplomacy During World War II

To understand the nature of Tu ki h u S 1 .
.
r s - · · re ations nnmediately after World War
II, it is necessary to appreciate the delicate diplomacy Turkey practiced from 1939. The
decisions that Turkey took during the war directly influenced their relations with the U.S.
and the U.S.S .R. afterwards. Turkish foreign policy during World War II went from nonbelligerency to neutrality, and finally to a belated declaration of war against Germany.
Turkey aimed to "survive the war by means of establishing a cautious balance in foreign
.
,, l
re lat10ns.
th

On October 19 1939, Turkey signed the Treaty of Mutual Assistance with both
France and Great Britain. The British saw this as an extension of their military capability
in the Balkans, whereas, the Turks saw it as an "insurance policy in case of dire need." 2
Turkey then refused to aid the Allies following the German invasion of the Low
Countries in May 1940, because the U.S .S.R. and Germany were technically allies and
Turkey was afraid of any possible Soviet invasion.

3

From 1941 onwards, Turkey, fearful of German hegemony in Europe, declared its
neutrality and mobilized its troops to defend the homeland. The Turks were also glad of
the growing German-Soviet tensions in the first half of 1941 and this led to an
th
improvement of Turkish-Soviet relations. In March 1941, the U.S .S.R. confirmed eir
.
.hG
Three days prior to the
neutrality should the Turks be involved m a war wit ermany.
• ment with Germany
German invasion of the U.S.S.R., the Turks signed a s1m 11ar agree

onfinning neutra li ty in th e event of a war with the U
.
.
.S.S .R. By domg this, Turkey was
ensuring themselves agai nst all possibilities 4 Th G
.
.
·
e ennan mvas1on of the U.S.S.R. in
June 194 1 placed Turkey in a difficult position Turkey ct· 1·k
d h .
·
IS 1 e t e size of Gennan
power on the continent but feared the U s s R f;
s
•• • .
· · · · ar more. ome politicians m Turkey were
elated that their traditional foe was being attacked by Gennany. s
Overspe nd ing on the military in Turkey, led to economic stagnation and
th
. fl . 6 0 N
b
m atlon.
n ovem er 7 1941, Franklin D. Roosevelt, the U.S. President declared

that Turkey's defense was vital to U.S. foreign policy. 7 One month later, the U.S. offered
Lend-Lease aid and Turkey started receiving materiel in 1942 via British shipping. On
th

March 16 1943, the U.S presented Turkey with the Draft Agreement, Accompanying
Notes and an Aide-Memoire regarding her obligations for future deliveries of LendLease, as well as for the goods already received. The U.S. pointed out that the LendLease Agreement was almost identical to agreements reached with other countries. The
accompanying notes, however, made clear that foodstuffs for civilian purposes was to be
bought by the Turks in advance. The U.S. Aide-Memoire also pointed out that the Turks
were financially liable for all previous, current and future deliveries of Lend-Lease
materials. The British were to transfer their portion of the debt to the Turks for all U.S.
goods received to date via British shipping. 8 The Turks refused to sign this agreement,
but Lend-Lease goods were still delivered because the Allies wanted Turkey to declare
war on Germany.
From 1942 onwards, the Turkish government was under presSure from th e U.S.
and the British to declare war on Germany and help relieve the U.S.S.R. As Gennany
.
d d d in 1943 the necessity
started to retreat in the U.S.S .R. after the Battle of Sta1mgra en e
'

56
of aidin g the

.S.S.R. le sened Turkey ho
·
' wever, was forced to seek closer ties with the

. and Great Britain as a counterweight to th

.
.
e now growmg Soviet power in the

9

region. The Allies, in return demanded that Tu k d l
.
r ey ec are war on the Axis powers, but
Turkey asked for an increased supply of materiel b £
h
.
e ore any sue declaration. They
cautiously broke off diplomatic relations with Germany on August 2nd 1944, but the
Turkish government, was reluctant to start hostilities with Germa ny and th eir
· vac1·11 atlon
·
continued into 1945.

Soviet Attempts to Weaken Turkish Sovereignty: October 1944

The U.S.S .R. first broached changing the regulation of passage through the
Dardanelles Straits in October 1944 when Joseph Stalin, the Soviet Premier and Winston
Churchill, the British Prime Minister, met in Moscow. Stalin perceived a need to modify
the 1936 Montreux Convention. The Convention stated that Turkey had control of the
Dardanelles Straits and would close them to all foreign warships during times of war.
Soviet warships wanted passage into the Mediterranean and Stalin claimed that the Turks
had allowed German shipping through the Straits during the war. Churchill agreed that
the treaty needed revising and he blamed the Turks for their reluctance to declare war.
According to Churchill, in a telegram to Roosevelt, any Soviet suggestions to the Turks
would be moderate. Roosevelt indicated in reply that any discussion should await the
forthcoming Yalta Conference. 10 The U.S.S.R., however, thought of scrapping the
Convention completely. Stalin even indicated to Vasil Kolarov, the Bulgarian CommuniSr
11

leader that," There is no place for Turkey in the Balkans." Although this was unknown
. . .
f
th u s s R was imminent.
to the Turkish government, 1t md1 cated that a threat rom e · · · ·

57
ennan ' defeat wou ld leave a power va

·
cuum m Europe and Turkey was aware that the

.S.R. would be well placed to dominate aft

th
er e war was over. Because of this

Turkey began to ally itself with the U s in the h
f~
.
. .
ope o iorestallmg any Soviet
·

aggress10n.

'

12

Turkish-U.S. Relations January-March 1945
At the beginning of 1945, the U.S. and Turkey were in dispute over two issues.
First, the U.S . continued to put pressure on Turkey to declare war against the Axis. In
1942, this would have benefitted the Allies strategically, but by 1945 Turkey could offer
little to help defeat Germany. The U.S . was more concerned with building a coalition for
the post-war world within the umbrella of the United Nations. Second, the U.S. wanted
Turkey to agree to her financial obligations with regard to the as yet unsigned LendLease Agreement. The agreement was the subject of a discussion between Laurence
Steinhardt, the U.S . Ambassador to Turkey, and Si.irkril Sara9oglu, the Turkish Prime
Minister, on January 1st 1945.
The Turks proved to be very difficult and stubborn negotiators. Steinhardt
reported back that he had a two-hour discussion with Sara9oglu, without any success.
Steinhardt did not mention the length of other meetings in telegrams filed in the State
Department's records and one is left with the impression that he was left exasperated at
the lack of progress. Sarayoglu wanted an agreement without the accompanying notes
fi L d Lease equipment already
over food payments or a commitment to have to pay or en -

.
h
t·
He requested instructions
received. Steinhardt was unable to agree and left t e mee mg.
13

.

from Edward Stettinus, the Secretary of State. Stettmus rep

lied stating that that the
'

58
implicati on of Turki sh acquisition of goods for wh ·
ich th ey would not be financially liable
was "utterly unacceptable." The Turkish clause could II
a ow for eventual non-payment of
·
14
d
goods aIrea y received. Hitherto, the materiel h d
b
a not een used, and under the terms of
Lend-Lease, unused goods had to be paid for Th th T k
· us e ur s would have received two
years of Lend-Lease materiel gratis.
Almost four weeks later, Steinhardt sent a telegram back listing the three
meetings he had had with the Secretary General of the Turkish Foreign Office, Cevat
A9ikalin and the four sessions he had conducted with Sara9oglu regarding the proposed
Turkish Lend-Lease Agreement. A9ikalin showed "undisguised satisfaction" in assuming
that the U.S. had abandoned the demand for retroactive payment. Steinhardt was reduced
to "appealing" to Sarac;:oglu to intervene on the matter and he concluded that the Turks
were stalling and had very little intention of signing any agreement with the U.S. This
was because Sarac;:oglu had now included the suggestion that Lend-Lease materials
delivered by the British fell under the aegis of British goods that was covered by a prior
1938 Anglo-Turkish Armaments Credit Agreement. Sara9oglu claimed that the U.S.
materiel had, thus, already been paid for.
Steinhardt developed a compromise position. He would forward a letter from the
Turkish Foreign Minister to the State Department that outlined Turkish agreement to pay
for all future goods delivered, while at the same time making past deliveries the subject
of further discussion. As Steinhardt pointed out, with his forthcoming departure from
.
d.
the matter with Edwin
Ankara, he assumed that the Turks would dee 1me to iscuss
. h T k.sh letter Steinhardt
Wilson, the incoming U.S. Ambassador. By acceptmg t e ur i
'
.
.
t " His compromise was hardly
advised that "we will at least have a mutual aid agreemen ·
'

59

a success. The Turks had not signed the Lend L
A
- ease greement and he had almost agreed
to what the Turks had been pressing for since J
anuary anyway. All he had managed to
negotiate was that there should be future discus ·
sions on payment for past deliveries. 15
On February 201\ Steinhardt warned that A9ikalin had ind1·cated th th
d
.
a e was ue to be m
rd

London on February 23 and that no more discussion could take place. 16
In Washington, Joseph Grew, the Acting Secretary of State, rejected the Turkish
claim that the British delivered Lend-Lease goods had already been paid for;
nevertheless, the U.S. State Department sought clarification from the British Foreign
Office over the exact nature of materiel hitherto transported to Turkey. 17 This meant a
further delay in any signing of the Lend-Lease agreement with the Turks. Grew certainly
thought that Sara9oglu was stalling; he was angered by A9ikalin's offhand comment to
Steinhardt that "agreement was unlikely as a visit to London was imminent." Grew noted
that A9ikalin's comment was a "casual indication of further delay." Grew's annoyance
with A9ikalin and Sara9oglu's delays resulted in a veiled threat. The Lend-Lease
agreement "was in Turkey's best interest to sign."

18

Although Grew did not explain why, it was apparent as to what he was referring
to, since he concluded the telegram by stating that the Mutual Aid Agreement was "too
·
·
·
·
,,i 9 "A th · f1me" referred to the ultimatum
important
to be left danglmg
at this
time.
t 1s

Turkey had been given at the Yalta Conference by Great Britain, the U.S . and th e
~ h
· s Francisco United
U.S.S.R. 20 The Turks would be excluded from the iort commg an

.
·125th unless they declared war upon the
Nations Conference (U.N.), due to begm on Apn
,

.
h T k via the British Foreign
Axis by March 1st 1945. This was commumcated tot e ur s
Office on February 20 th.21
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The Turkish government was jitte

ft h
ry a er t e y alta Conference anyway. The

Turks feared that the Allies would negotiate
The U.S position at the Yalta Conference on

secret arrangements at Turkey's expense.22
··
f
revision o the Montreux Convention had

been to delay any decision and to hope that the

· t
Id
.
pom wou not be raised. The U.S

thought of securing its own strategic interests by all

· T k
.
owmg ur ey to retam control of the

Straits. The revision of the Montreux Convention wo Id 1·k I I d
h
•
u 1 e y ea to c anges m the
governance of the Panama Canal , which the U·S administered .23 Th e u.s. pos1t1on
· · of
procrastination held sway at the Yalta conference. The Big Three of Roosevelt, Stalin and
Churchill agreed that the issue of the Montreux Convention would be discussed at the
subsequent, but as yet undetermined, Foreign Minister's Conference. The Turks
interpreted this wrongly and assumed that the U.S. was disinterested in any Soviet moves

. Tur key. 24
agamst
The British communicated the threat of exclusion from the U.N. to the Turkish
government, three days after the conference ended. The reaction in Ankara was rapid.
The Turkish National Assembly voted to declare war on Germany, and they signed the
Lend-Lease Agreement a day later on February 24

th

.

The Turks also sent the

accompanying letter to the State Department that outlined the need for future talks on
goods already received. 25 The Turkish Government recognized that Turkish exclusion
from the U.N. would place it outside the umbrella of collective security and at the mercy

· aggress10n.
· 26
of any Sov1et
.
· · h he manaoed to get the
Steinhardt sent a telegram back to Stettmus exp 1ammb0 ow
b
h S
a)u acted in haste. On
Turks to sign the Lend-Lease Agreement. He suggeste d t at arar;:ob
S
alu only as a courtesy
the evening of February 241\ Steinhardt had calle d on arar;:ob
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bccau c teinhardt was about to leave his

b
d
am assa orship. Steinhardt expressed regret at

not having been able to reach an agreement with th T k'
e ur ish Government over LendLease. Sarai;:oglu "expressed surprise" and demanded th th. F .
a 1s ore1gn Office make a
further effort. Even so, at the eleventh hour the T k h I d
.
ur s agg e over the retroactive
payments for goods received and Sarai;:og~lu's legal ad ·
•
visors suggested to him that he did
not have the right to sign it.

27

Steinhardt's reporting of Turki sh sta11·mg bordere d on the

sarcastic and one concludes that he was unsure if the agreement would ever be signed.
The agreement, however, was eventually signed late in the evening on the 24 1h February.
Despite the urgency, the Turkish government had managed to postpone accepting
liability for any of the Lend-Lease goods that they had already received, but the issue
remained. The U.S. Embassy in London replied belatedly on March 9th to the State
Department's question of the status of U.S. goods already delivered to Turkey. The delay
was caused by the difficulty John Gilbert Winant, the U.S. Ambassador, had in finding
out the "details of this rather complicated matter." The British confirmed that all LendLease materials delivered by them to Turkey fell under the Aegis of Lend-Lease and were
outside the scope of the existing Anglo-Turkish Armaments Credit Agreement of
1938." 28 The British duly communicated this to the Turkish government. In the event,
the British clarification came too late because the Turkish government had already signed
the compromise agreement anyway. The ease with which the status of the goods was
forgotten on February 241\ despite the last minute delays, suggested that the Turkish
• Th· ·
firmed further when
government only used the issue as an excuse not to sign. is is con
. .
.
M
1h
6 · eluded the clause that
1s realized that the final agreement signed on ay 5 194 m

It

.
.
· d from 1941 onwards.
Turkey was liable
financially
for all goo ds receive

29
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Soviet Threats to Turkish Sovereignty and T ki h
ur s Efforts to Solicit U.S. Support:
March-June 1945

Despite the Turkish declaration of war O G
h
n ermany, t e U.S.S.R. continued to
1

threaten Turkey. On March 19 \ the U.S.S.R. informed th T k h h
e ur s t at t ey no longer
wished to renew the 1925 Turkish-Soviet Treaty of Neu tra1·ty
d Non- Aggress1on,
·
1 an
claiming it no longer conformed to current conditions and that it needed serious
30

improvement. The U.S. Ambassador in Moscow, William Averell Harriman, explained
that although the Turks had been expecting a denunciation, the manner in which it
happened was unexpected. It was likely that Harriman's information had come from
Selim Sarper, the Turkish Ambassador in Moscow, because he repeated Sarper's version
of how the U.S.S.R. tore up the treaty. On March 191\ Sarper told Sergey Kavtaradze,
the Soviet Assistant Commissar for Foreign Affairs, that as he was due to leave his post,
be wanted to call on Vyacheslav Molotov, the Soviet Foreign Minister to say goodbye.
Sarper was immediately invited to a meeting instead. At that meeting Molotov asked the
ambassador how the Treaty of Neutrality and Non-Aggression Treaty might be improved.
Thus, the initiative for the revision had been placed with the Turkish Government and
would allow the Soviet government latitude in accepting any Turkish suggestions.
Harriman was clear to point out that the U.S.S.R. had the advantage in any negotiations
and that if bilateral talks were established then they could be used to deny 0th er powers a
·
say many
new treaty. 3 I

.
. US
ort Turkish Foreign
To affect a change in U.S. pohcy and to receive · supp '
.
.
.
1 1 iven the assumption that the
poli cy would have to mirror U.S. foreign pohcy c ose Y, g
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U.S. wa abandoning any interest in its affairs Th T k

·

support within the language of the United Natio

e ur s would also have to frame any

ns

(UN) b
· · , ecause the U.S. stated

repeatedly that disputes in the future were to be solved at that forum.
In February 1945 the US ap

'

· ·

peare

d tO b ·
·
e m favor of negotiation over the Straits

issue at the upcoming Foreign Ministers Conference rather than confrontation with its
Soviet ally. Steinhardt, therefore, reported that the Turks were open to diplomatic talks
with the U.S .S.R. The Turkish government also attempted to link the success of the U.N.
with Turkish reasonableness while at the same questioning Soviet integrity. The San
Francisco Conference was due to begin on April 25 th and it was expected to create the
th

United Nations' Charter. On February 26 Steinhardt reported that the Turks took the
denunciation "philosophically" and that they thought the Soviet timing was designed not
to coincide with the San Francisco Conference. 32 The Turkish government then followed
this line ofreasoning and suggested that the U.S.S.R. was deliberately keeping the issue
of the Straits outside of the U.N. ' s remit.

33

Steinhardt agreed mostly with Harriman's analysis in Moscow. In his opinion,
Soviet tactics were designed to exclude non Black Sea powers from any negotiations.
Steinhardt also reported that the Turks were "pugnacious," determined to resiS t Soviet
aggression and that their neutrality during the war was a long-term plan to conserve
· of wantmg
· tO better "Turkishstrength. Steinhardt warned that the Turkish protestation
. d
· any way to the best possible
Soviet relations in order there would not be a hm ranee m
.
f the UN Steinhardt's
Anglo-Soviet relation," was JUSt a nod to the 1anguage O
· ·
. .
.
h dl complimentary. 34 Clearly,
description of the Turkish determmat10n to resist was ar Y
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the Turk, had not won over Steinhardt. It was fortuna £
te or Turkey that he was preparing
to depart Ankara and Edwin Wilson the new amb
d d
'
assa or ue to take his place.
Wilson was also skeptical about Soviet£ .
. b
oreign po 1icy, ut he seemed to have a far
cozier relationship with the Turks than Steinhardt di"d 35 w ·i
.
.
1 son met President Truman
before departing for Ankara. Wilson warned Truman that the T k
Id · S ·
ur s wou resist ov1et
aggression if attacked by the U.S.S.R. but also that Turkey should receive U.S . support.36
Sarper returned to Ankara and spent two months preparing for the talks in
Moscow. His instructions were to agree to bilateral negotiations initially, and to retain the
friendly relations that the 1925 Turkish-Soviet Treaty of Neutrality and Non-Aggression
37

bad produced. The U.S. did not want bilateral talks to take place regarding the Straits
and on March 31

5

1, Hasan Saka, the Turkish Foreign Minister reassured Steinhardt that

the Turks preferred the option of multilateral talks, but were prepared for bilateral talks
up until the San Francisco Conference was due to begin. At that point, Saka would ask
for U.S and British advice.38
The Turks were under no such illusion about Soviet intentions. After the Soviet
request for Turkish proposals, they continued to warn the U.S. of Soviet tactics. Their
· the worst light
· possi"bl e. On Apn·12ih ,
interpretations of Soviet moves were always m
Sarper suggested to Earl L. Packer, the U.S Charge in Ankara, that the U.S.S.R. had
.
planned on sending fifth class negotiators
to the confierenc e· The implication being, that
th
the U.N., which was so important to the U.S., would be snubbed by th e U.S.S.R. In e
• d t d igrate Soviet sincerity by
end Molotov did attend; however, the Turks contmue O en
39

b fi the conference ended.
suggesting that Molotov would return to Moscow e ore
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Two da , before he left for Mo cow,
meeting , arper wa le

arper talked again to Packer. At thi s

an gu·
h
me over t e upcoming talks. Sarper said that no definite

conclu ion had yet been reached on a treaty betwee T .
.
n urk1sh and Soviet negotiators and
that he doubted the Soviets would be reaso bl S
na e. arper also suggested that the matter of
"Big Power relation was a matter far more tr

ct·

• •

anscen mg m importance" than the

Turkish-Soviet negotiations. Again, the Turks were tt
·
.
.
a emptmg to hnk U.S. mterests with
their own security by downplaying their troubles and b
·
b
Yappeanng to e reasonable,
while casting a poor light on Soviet intentions · Ominously, and m
· th e same conversation,
·
Sarper stressed Turkish steadfastness and a willingness to confront an enemy.40 The
Turks were consistently reiterating to their U.S. audience the demand for selfdetermination, yet it was cleverly coupled with an apparent reasonableness to negotiate a
fri endly treaty.
Sarper arrived in Moscow on May 24 th and met Molotov on June ih_ The talks
were strained.

41

In return for a new treaty of friendship, the U.S.S.R. wanted naval bases

on the Dardanelles Straits and agreement on a new Montreux Convention to circumvent
any multilateral di scussions. They also wanted the two Turkish Provinces of Kars and
Ardahan. These had been Russian up until 1921. 42 The Turks had not been prepared for
such "extreme demands" as they had been led to believe by Sergei Vinogradov, the
Soviet Ambassador in Ankara, that the Turks should seek out Molotov and that a
. h k 43
sati sfactory outcome was in the offing. After the meeting, the Turks were left m s oc ·

The Turks reported the demands to Wilson in Ankara, although they did not go into
. f.,_.1 "
II bad" and that time was
detall. s. They instead suggested that the Soviet
o er sme s

66

needed to respond to them. The Turks ho
ct·
' wever, isclosed the details of the Soviet
negoti ations to the British.
The British infonned the State De artm
p
ent and as a consequence, the Turkish
version of events was then disseminated to th St D
e ate epartment by an established ally.
To make sure the U.S . understood the nature of th

s · d
e oviet emands, the Turks then

suggested that the Soviets would want a regime cha

· T k
.
nge m ur ey so that 1t would be

'reoriented ' in a manner similar to the regime changes that had taken p1ace m
· Bu gana
•
1
and Romania.

44

Stalin' s tactic of shaping friendly governments was also being used at
45

this time in Iran, so the Turkish comment was consistent with their policy of linking the
Straits issue with the wider Near East and U.S. interests in general. 46
In the aftermath of the June ]1h meeting between Sarper and Molotov, the U.S.
changed its position on the Straits. From not wanting the issue raised at Yalta, they
committed the U.S. to resolve the issue within multilateral negotiations. Grew, in a
meeting with the British Ambassador declined to make any commitment or protest before
the conclusion of the ongoing San Francisco and upcoming Potsdam Conferences. Grew
did however, have private sympathy for the Turkish position and it was noticeable that he
only balked at the timing and did not rule out a protest. This was because he concluded
the meeting by suggesting that should action be taken, there "was plenty of time between
the meetings."47
On the June 1gt\ Molotov met Sarper for a second time. At this meeting, Molotov

°

.
1 ..
f the Montreux Convention
again demanded bases on the Straits and a bilatera rev1s10n

..
th Acting Foreign Secretary,
of 1936 to exclude other powers. Nurullah Esat Sumer, e
.
.
.
ti da s later. Sumer made clear,
gave the Turki sh version of this meetmg to Wilson, our Y

bl

that Turkey was threatened because Molotov h d 1
a a so suggested that the U.S.S.R. would
sponsor other Balkan States' demands of Turke Th
y. e Turks were unsure whether these
demands were economic or territorial in natu

re.

M
.
ore ommous was Molotov's frequent

references to how Poland had benefitted from aw eak u·S·S.R. after World War I and that
the Poles had now "repaired this injustice ·" The Turks understoo d a11too well that this
was an attempt to link Poland's new borders with the demands made of Turkey, 1or
~ both
the Kars and Ardahan provinces. As the Turks were well aware, Poland was now under
total Soviet domination and that made the Turkish plight all the more clear. Molotov had
ended the discussion with Sarper by saying, "think it over; let us see if we cannot work
out something useful." Wilson finally asked Stimer if the Turks were mobilizing their
troops. Sumer, noted that no additional mobilization would take place before the Potsdam
Conference.48 The Turks were quick to present their version of events, show restraint and
yet at the same time, note the provocative nature of Soviet diplomacy.
One week later, Sarper met Harriman in Moscow and outlined the same construct.
th

Sarper suggested that the week's silence since the June 18 meeting meant that the
U.S.S.R. had been given pause for thought, but that they were not bluffing; the threats to
Turkey had merely been delayed. 49 Wilson was certainly convinced, even if the State
Department was awaiting the Potsdam Conference to discuss the Straits issue. Wilson
sent a telegram back to Grew on July 2nd · He outlined almost exactly what the Turks had
.
·
· d that the demands made by the
been suggesting since March. Ftrst, Wilson recognize
.
S
d the demands made
U.S.S.R. on Turkey affected the strategic balance m the area. econ '
.
. .
oint to be discarded over control
for Turkish territory were senous and not a bargammg P
.
h Montreux Convention in
of the Straits. Third, the U.S .S.R. had pledged fidelity tot e

68
l 94 l and was now denouncing it. Wilson s
d
uggeste that the U.S . should make the
u.S .S.R. aware of its obligation to the princi les f h
.
p o t e U.N., that It was pledged to
support.
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Officially, the Turks were disappointed

.th h
..
WI t e U.S. decis10n to awaitthe

outcome of the Potsdam Conference. Sarac;og~ lu info

rme

d w ·i
rd
I son on July 3 that he could

not understand the U.S. hope that discussions betwee T k
d h
n ur ey an t e U.S.S.R. would
have mutual respect, but that in any case , Turkey would abI.d e by th e new mternattonal
·
·
security principles. Sarac;oglu again linked Turkish reasonableness in abiding by the U.N.
Charter while condemning the U.S.S.R. Sarac;oglu left Wilson in no doubt. He outlined
the strategic implications of Soviet domination of the Near East and the threat that this
entailed to U.S. oil supplies. Wilson's attempt to emphasize the importance of the
upcoming Postdam Conference was brushed aside by Sarac;oglu. He warned that the
U.S.S.R. was "mad" on world domination and that the U.S., more than Britain, would
have to stop the U.S.S .R. It seemed that Sarac;oglu's warning had some effect because
two days later, Wilson reminded Grew of the conversation that Wilson and Truman had
in April. Truman had offered support to Turkey if she was threatened and he wanted
Grew to bring the "menacing situation" to the attention of the President. Thus, it seems
that Wilson was trying to circumvent Grew's vacillation on the subject and was
51

. the same wammgs
.
·
rt·mg £or months ·
advocatmg
that the Turks had been Impa

The Issue of the Montreux Convention at the Potsdam Conference
Between July l ih and August 2nd 1945, Stalin, Churchill (later Clement Attlee)
.
lude the terms of the peace
and Truman met in the Berlm suburb of Potsdam to cone

69
settlement with Gennany. The issue of the Str ·t
.
.
a1 s was discussed, but if the Turks thought
that they had mtluenced a change in u s 1·
.
. po icy to d1rectly defend Turkey at the
beginning of the conference with regard to the Str .
.
a1ts, then they were disappointed. U.S.
policy was still in flux. The State Department ·
.
view, as outlmed by Policy Paper 681,
noted that the U.S would not object to any base 0 f ..- •
.
a ioreign power bmlt on the Straits if
Turkey agreed. The Joint Chiefs of Staff however d1·d
.
'
,
not want any foreign base being
built. They suggested that neutralization of the Stra1·ts wo ld b · u s ·
·
u e m . . mterests 1f
Turkey came under the influence of the U.S.S.R. The difference was noted and accepted
by George Allen, the U.S State Department's Near Eastern Affairs (N.E.A.) Deputy
Director, with the caveat that neutralization should be resisted, unless Turkey freely
· 52
agree d to 1t.

On the whole, the U.S. expressed that it had "no special objectives with regard to
53

Turkey," and the U.S. felt that they did not want to be drawn into a conflict with the
U.S.S.R. that had been started by any provocative move made by the Turks. 54 This was a
possibility because Wilson warned that the Turks had received British backing. He
reported the Turkish view of bilateral talks held between Sir Anthony Eden, the British
Foreign Minister and Saka, prior to the Potsdam Conference. The Turks were
"thoroughly satisfied" with the talks and that the British had "encouraged" the Turks to
·

maintain their position over the Straits and their eastern provmces.
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Truman initially did not enter into a discussion on the topic at the Potsdam
.
d Churchill to take the lead.
Conference, as he felt unprepared and he all owe d Sta lm an
t d would happen; regional
The Soviet proposal was exactly what the Turks ha d sugges e
.
S . .ssue should be solved by
powers were to be excluded from discussion and the traits 1

56

70
57

bilatera l talks. At the seventh session ho
T
' wever ruman b
h
.
'
roug t up the idea that the
Straits, along with other inland waterways h Id b .
.
' s ou
e mternationalized •58 Th.1s was a
change from Yalta, where Roosevelt's notes h d · d •
.
.
a m icated that mternationalization of the
Straits would lead to the same result for the p

C
59
.
.
anama anal. Stalm did not want

internationalization of the Straits and he quietly dr

d h
.
. .
oppe t e topic claimmg he needed

time to study the proposal more closely. 60 Truman did h
h
.
.
, owever, ave the satisfaction in
getting all the powers to agree to have direct conversations with the Turks with regard to
the revision of the Montreux convention ·61 Still, no official us
·
. . suppo rt hadb een given
and the U.S. was still proposing internationalization of the Straits.
In Ankara, the British passed on a summary of their talks with the Turks to
Wilson. The British linked Stalin's threat against Kars and Ardahan with Truman's
guarantee of internationalization of the Straits. The British urged the Turks to accept
Truman's proposal.
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It was only with great reluctance and British pressure that the Turks

modified their stance to countenance internationalization of the Straits with a U.S.
guarantee of Turkish sovereignty. 63 Truman's interest was a qualified relief to the Turks.
Internationalization of the Straits was not what they were hoping for, but they welcomed
it as it indicated U.S . willingness to be a partner in the region. Their acceptance came
.h
.
64
alongside the caveat that any revision would not mean a loss of Turkis sovereignty.

Turkish Diplomatic Efforts to Secure Direct U.S. Support Over its Bo rd er Dispute
With the U.S.S.R.
.
. .
their next task was to
Once the Turks had secured U.S . interest m the Straits issue,
.
. ty over Kars and Ardahan
convince the U.S. that Soviet threats to Turkish sovereign

71
provin e were linked to Soviet demand i b
s or ases on the Straits. The Turkish
ambassador in Washington made these points to G
eorge Allen on August 24th_ The
Ambassador criticized the apparent u s
·r
.
. . pos1 IOn of treatmg Soviet demands of Kars and
Ardahan separately to that of the Straits All
1· d
. en rep Ie that Kars and Ardahan should be
settled through the U.N., a body to which the us
.
· · was committed. Allen stressed his
government's support for the Turks in their "present difficulty."6s
By early September there had been a slackening of the an t·1- Turk.1s h news
campaign in Moscow. Since the opening of the Soviet archives in 1991, it was
discovered that the U.S.S.R. concentrated upon events in Iran as opposed to Turkey.66
Harriman, who was unaware of the U.S. S.R.' s pre-occupation with Iran, was unsure why
the press reports had toned down their inflammatory articles. He suggested that their
silence could have represented a new moderation with regard to Turkey or it was just a
calculated lull in overt verbal attacks. 67 This did not stop the Turks from trying to
influence the U.S in its follow up to the agreements made at the Potsdam Conference.
Indeed, there appeared to be an intensification of Turkish efforts in ascertaining U.S.
views. Questions over sovereignty, the meaning of internationalization and supposed U.S.
guarantees were brought up by Turkish officials.
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With the upcoming Conference of Foreign Ministers, scheduled for September in
.
London, the Turks were anx10us
to find out what the posi·t·wn of the US
· · would be. Dean
U S hould not discuss the issue
Acheson, the Undersecretary of State, was keen that the · · s
d t direct negotiations with the
as at the conference because all three powers had agree 0
.
d the Turks and although it
Turks as a basis for further talks . This was commurncate to
.
.
ruman meant by "international
was accepted, they immediately mqulfed as to what T

72

guarantee. "
~
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Tl1e T. ur k s also increased th ·

rn

.

eir e orts m persuading the U.S. of the
seriousness of the situation by giving w1·1s
.
on estimates of s ·
oviet troop concentrations in
· 70
Bulgana.
Turkish diplomatic efforts seemed to hav

.
.
e paid off m November when the State

Department presented its suggestions on the rev· ·
fM
lSlon
ontreux Convention as agreed

°

at the Potsdam Conference. These new proposals om·tt
.,
1 ed a11 re1erences
to
internationalization of the Straits.71 James Byrnes the
s
'
new ecretary of State, removed it
because he wanted the Russians "to show their hand ." The Turki sh position
· · of ownership
•
of the Straits had been agreed upon and Byrnes had begun to distrust Soviet motives.n
Discussions were held with the British before it was handed to the Turks. This
again suggests that although the British and the U.S were meant to hand separate notes, a
beginning of an alliance to thwart Soviet ambitions was developing. The British
cautioned delay, but the U.S thought that given Turkish nervousness since Potsdam, the
note ought to be delivered sooner rather than later.
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This appreciation of Turkish

sensitivities suggested that Turkish diplomatic efforts since the Potsdam Conference had
concentrated the minds in Washington. The Turks were delighted with the U.S. proposal.
Everyone Wilson spoke to was "very happy." Turkey would be the sole military power
on the Straits and its sovereignty would be guaranteed by international agreement at th e
United Nations. 74
. d k
th U S mindful of Soviet
The Turks, although happy, were determme to eep e · ·
.
.
tin to keep the Straits issue
aspirations. They therefore continued their efforts, m attemp g
.
.
d of the Foreign Minister's
m the public eye, by appealing for 1t to be on the agen a

73
meetings. The U.S. resisted these effort
• .
s pnmanly because they
..
.
were awa1tmg
suggestions fro m the other parties as a
d
'
gree at the Potsdam Con"1erence.
This generated a flurry of diplom t·
. .
a 1c activity by the T k
ur s to ascertain if the u. s.
had abandoned interest. Turkish nervous
•
ness mcreased because of the negative Soviet
campaign that began again in December Desp't
.

I

•
e notmg the lack of a Soviet military

buildup, Lord Halifax, the British Ambassador in w h.
as mgton, reported that there was
"an appreciable intensification of the Soviet war of

.
1s
nerves agamst Turkey." The press

campaign was part of a new Soviet policy to achieve its goals 1·n Turkey as 1t· now
pursued them through its Georgian and Armenian Socialist Republics. The U.S.S .R. was
aware how its policies were interpreted in Washington, hence the change in emphasis in
its Turkish policy. 76
The Turks also understood why the U.S .S.R. was promoting its southern
republics ' irredentist aspirations and were quick to explain to the U.S. what was
occurring. Reports came from Wilson, via the Turkish government of the Soviet offer to
repatriate Armenians living abroad (i.e. mainly Turkey) back to the Armenian Soviet
Socialist Republic (S.S.R.). The ultimate aim of this plan was to show that the Armenian
S.S.R. was overcrowded and needed more space (i.e. the Kars and Ardahan provinces).
Wilson advised that U.S. consulates in countries with large Armenian minorities to
closely monitor the situation. 77 Wilson, by suggesting State Department vigilance,
.
.
·
Th u s s R attempted this
seemed to accept the Turkish explanat10n of Soviet motives. e · · · ·

•
£ ful of being accused of
crude and rather unsubtle population shift because it was ear
expansionism.

74

De pite th is new oviet tactic B
, ymes p1aced Iran and the Az b ..
..
.
.
er a1Jan Cns1s as a
more important 1s ue than the Straits c · · H
.
ns1s. e claimed that the tw 0
.
were not lmked.
This was not how the Turks viewed Sovi t 1. .
e po icy m the Near East. The Turks
contradicted Byrnes ' assessment of the St ·t C . .
.
rai s nsis by d1rectly linking Soviet aims in
Iran and Turkey together. The Turks had assu

me

df
rom June 1945 that the events in Iran

were linked to those in Turkey and that the u s s R
.
· · · · was P1aymg a long-term war of
78

nerves. By linking the two, the Turks attempted to ti·e m
· u•s. nat10nal
· mterest
•
.
m
securing oil supplies with Turkish concerns over a loss of any sovereignty.
·

Turkish Diplomatic Efforts to Shape U.S. Policy-1946

If Byrnes still needed convincing in December 1945 then the Turks could count
on the support of Wilson to pass on their version of events. Wilson always sought out
Turkish advice as they were more versed in the intricacies of Turco-Soviet relations than
he was.79 The recent opening of the Soviet archives suggests that Wilson's concern was
well founded; the U.S.S.R. saw the Turks as an aggressive and a dangerous neighbor and
80

their location a target for expansion southwards towards the Middle East. There was a
genuine Soviet desire to reward emigrant organizations and introduce them to the Soviet
sphere of influence. 81 Whether it was the need for security, expansionism, or the
strengthening the loyalty of southern Soviet republics through territorial acquisition,
.
k 1 k d t ove the U S away from
Soviet actions posed a threat to Turkey and the Tur s 00 e O m
· ·
relying upon the U.N. to solve the issue.
The Turks watched the first session of the Genera
January

10th

.
1946. They were upset that the Straits

..

1A mbly anxiously on
sse

CnSI S was

not mentioned. s2 Turk"ish

75

diplomacy, therefore, between January and A
ugust 1946 when the Crisis reached a
crescendo, was aimed to convince the u s of th
.
. .
e nature of Soviet threats and move the
U.S . from keeping faith in the U.N. to resolv th ·
.
e e issue. Wilson met Feridun Erkin, the
Secretary General of the Turkish Foreign Offi

ce.

H
e reported that the Turks, unlike

"some other nations" were not "despairing over u N ·
• ,, .
· maction. This seemed to be a big
hint that the Turks had little faith in the U.N as a body t
T ki h
.
·
o secure ur s sovereignty.
The Turks, however, did stress their appreciation of "U s and u K
f'C
• •
. . supreme e 1orts to
draw the U.S.S.R. back into world co-operation." The contrast was clear, the Turks
preferred U.S . and British support to end the crisis to international guarantees of peace. 83
Erkin also reported that the Turks expected further Soviet provocations and that
this would undoubtedly lead to Turkish patriotic protest. Erkin, explained that any antiSoviet demonstrations in Turkey would not be provocative. This suggested a level of
planning, that the demonstrations were not to be spontaneous and that the U.S . should
recognize this. The Turks were again appearing to be reasonable and moderate,
considering, the real threat to Turkish sovereignty in their eastern provinces, but at the
same time they blackened the image of the U.S.S.R.

84

The Turkish pattern of appearing to be reasonable while suggesting the worS t of
Soviet intentions continued. Wilson reported back to Byrnes that Nicola Antanoff, th e
··
that difficulties with the U.S.S.R.
Bulgarian Minister to Moscow, had suggeste d to Sumer
.
t Antonoff also suggested that
could be avoided if the Turks replaced thelf govemmen ·
.
d
ed if an agreement on the Straits
Soviet demands of Kars and Ardahan might be ropp
.
Turks reported it to Wilson as a
could be achieved. Far from welcoming this proposal, th e

76

new attempt to initi ate direct negotiati·
ons over the Str ·t
a1 s, rather than an international
85
one.
In February, the Soviet Press sto

d.
ppe its attacks on Turkey. This had been

continuous from December. The Turks do

. .
wnp 1ayed the s1gn1ficance of the new reporting

in Soviet newspapers. Sumer reported that V'
d
mogra ov had announced that despite the
new attitude, the U.S.S.R still wanted bases on th Str ·
.
e a1ts and the provmces of Kars and
Ardahan. Vinogradov allegedly told Sumer that , "we waite
· d a 1ong time
. regardmg
.
arrangement we wanted with Poland and we finally got it·, we can wait· wit· h Turkey."
This was passed on verbatim to Wilson. 86
st

On March 1 Sumer continued to demonstrate to Wilson the nature of Soviet
diplomacy by way of explaining a conversation he had had with Vinogradov. Ernest
Bevin, the British Foreign Secretary made a speech in the House of Commons that was
taken by Vinogradov to be an announcement of a British-Turco alliance; Stimer denied
that this was the case. Vinigradov said that if Turkey wanted an alliance then Molotov' s
offer from June 1945 still stood. Sumer replied that it was the U.S.S.R. that wanted a new
treaty, not the Turks . The sparring continued and Sumer concluded his conversation with
Wilson by stating that, "that is the way the Soviets twist everything."
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By comparison, Wilson always emphasized Turkish restraint in the way they dealt
with the crisis. On March 11 t\ Wilson reported that, despite criticism from
newspapermen, Sara9oglu had urged the press to tone down

th ·
erage of the Soviet
eir cov

h y to accept newspaper
demands.88 The Turks reported to Wilson that they were app
.. .
.
. S .et aagression alive in the
cnti c1sm of this request, because Churchill was keepmg ovi 0
.
,,s9 The reference to
public eye . Turkish silence would only "strengthen their cause.

77

Churchill was presumably because Churchill (
now 1eader of the opposition in the House
of Commons) had just delivered his Iron Curt ·
am speech on the March 5th . Exp1ammg
. .
why the Turks had stopped journalists from
•
reportmg freely was important because the
Turks were also discussing the prospect of mulf
.
I-party e1ect10ns and more freedoms as a
nod to U.S. ideals of democracy.90
The Turks also reported to Wilson that the u S S R h d
.
• • . . a suggested a quid pro quo
for territory and that they would be compensated if they gave up Kars and Ardahan. The
Turks reported to Wilson that in their reply, Turkey did not want territories at "others'
expense," and that they were sticking to the Potsdam agreement of wanting international
91

negotiations. Wilson's next telegram again highlighted the juxtaposition between Soviet
aggressiveness and Turkish reasonableness. On March

1st\ Wilson reported back alleged

Soviet troop numbers in Romania as passed on to him by a visiting colleague from
Bucharest. Wilson conceded that the State Department would already have this
information, and if that were the case, then it is suggestive of the narrative of Soviet
aggression he (and the Turks) wanted to build.
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The Turks closely monitored any signals emanating from Washington that might
suggest a new U.S foreign policy. On March 20 1\ Erkin sought an interview with Wilson
and demanded to know if the "Brianova" press report in Washington, that suggeS ted tbat
. face of Soviet
· aggresSI·on , were true · Wilson
the U.S. would stand by Turkey and Iran m
.
.
ffi
d h t U S foreign policy was based
demed that a guarantee had been given and rea 1rme t a · ·

upon the obligations of the U.N.

93

b
th official line that Wilson
While this may have een e

. .
.
.
h more open in his assessment of
was forced to give to Erkm, m pnvate Wilson was muc
.
.
rtment's appraisal that the U.S.S.R.
Soviet intentions. He disagreed with the State Depa

78
only wanted to regulate passage of the Str .
a1ts and he see d . .
'
me imtated that the Turks had
been offered support through the u N b t th
.
· ·, u at ultimately th
e nature of that support had
94
yet to be defined.
When the battleship U.S

s Missou .

.
.
n arnved m Istanbul on April 61\ Wilson

. .

reported that the Turks were hopeful that this d
.
emonstrated a new foreign policy that
defended Turkey' s interests and that these interests

b
. .
were ound w1thm the principles of

95

the U.N. The arrival of a U.S. warship in Turkish waters lat
the U.S. had decided to support them.

96

· d h
er convmce t e Turks that

But if the visit was meant to dissuade the

U.S.S.R. from further aggression, it failed . Throughout May and June, reports came to the
U.S. of Soviet troop movements in Bulgaria. 97 Evidence of a change in U.S. policy was
apparent on May 2

nd

.

Erk.in reported to Wilson that Byrnes, who was in Paris, had

apologized for the previous lack of U.S. understanding of Turkish problems. Byrnes
assured Numan Menemencioglu, the Turkish Ambassador in Paris, that the U. S. was well
posted with events in Turkey. 98
By the early summer of 1946, having failed to stir the Turkish Armenians and
Georgians into demanding a "return" to the U.S .S.R., or to threaten the Turks into
submission with provocative troop movements, the Soviets tried to incite the Turkish
Kurdish population instead.99 Walter Bedell Smith, the new Ambassador in Moscow,
informed Byrnes of this tactic on June 1ih I oo What was interesting from an inspection of
the U.S. State Department records is that from May

1946

rds despite the increased
onwa '

.
h effort from the Turks in warning
Soviet war of nerves, there appeared to be httle furt er
6th d.d Erkin describe a conversation
the U.S . of Soviet aggression. Only once, on June 2 ' 1
· d ·n the
.
d that the messages contame I
between Sarac;oglu and Vinogradov. Erkm warne

/lJ

Ambassador' s replies to Saraiyoglu 's

.
questions were designed to lead Turkey into
bilateral talks and cause friction betwe th
en e U.S, Great Britain and Turkey 101 N h
.
.
·
o ot er
Turki sh wammgs or mdeed telegrams fro w·
m ilson were sent to the State D
epartment
before the belated Soviet proposals for the S .
traits were conveyed on the August ih. It can
be surmised that the lack of any further dipl
.
omatic effort by the Turks, between May and
the beginning of August, suggests that the Turk

.
s were satisfied that the U.S. was prepared

to defend the sovereignty of Turkey directly.
During June, the U.S. had been planning for w Tb J ·
·
ar. e omt Chiefs of Staff, with
the President had discussed the possibility of war By July th B ·1· h h d b
·
, e n 1s a een consulted
and joint plans with the Royal Air Force had been drawn up . When th e sov1e
· t proposa1s
for the revision of the Montreux Convention arrived on August i\ their proposals were
not seen as a "bolt from the blue."

102

Indeed, the proposals were almost identical to the

ones offered by Molotov in June 1945.
The Turks consulted heavily with their allies. They prepared a formal response
and showed it privately to both the British and the U.S. Wilson sent a lengthy telegram on
August 1th that outlined the Soviet motives and subsequent Turkish response. It was
apparent from his telegram that he had had a lengthy conversation with Erkin. The
Soviet's motives were exactly what the Turks had been suggesting since March 1945 According to Wilson, the Soviet proposals were simply a way of deStfoying Turkish
.
.
. .
d
·th "vital" U.S. interests in
mdependence. Wilson directly linked Turkish mdepen ence WI
the Middle East. 103 In response, Acheson acting on Byrnes' behalf during Byrnes'
. . ,
d that the State Department
absence at the Paris Foreign Mm1ster s Conference note

80

"appreciates the helpful comment ,, Th
s.
e State D
epartment was now th.1nk'
similar lines to Wilson. 104
mg along
1

On August I 5 \ Erkin show d w·l
·
e
I son a draft response to the U S S R It .
·
I ·
· · · · reJected
soviet comp amts of apparent breache · h
s m t e Montreux C
·
onvention during World W
II the call for Soviet bases on the Straits d h
ar
'
an t e joint Turco- sov1et
· organization for the
defense of the Straits. Erkin also noted Turkish d
. .
etermmation not to participate in any
conference where Turkish sovereignty would b
fi
.
.
e up or d1scuss1on. On the same day
Acheson sent a telegram to Byrnes in Paris des ·b· h
. .
'
en mg t e meetmg m the White House
that had just taken place. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, State oepartment Officials
. and
Truman all agreed that the Soviet objective was to control Turkey. Itwas agreed that, 1f
.
attacked, U.S. forces would back Turkey. Acheson conveyed to Byrnes the President's
comments that he was prepared to pursue it "to the end." 105

Conclusion
By August 1946, the U.S. had changed its foreign policy several times. Beginning
with wanting to internationalize the Dardanelles Straits; transitioning to working within
the framework of the U.N. to find a collective solution; to finally threatening war to
defend Turkey. The issue of the Straits had been placed firmly within U.S. vital interests
and Soviet objectives were seen as being aggressive and expansionist. By comparison,
Turkish diplomacy had remained fairly consistent. They had warned the U.S. from March
1945 of the nature of Soviet diplomacy. They had increased their diplomatic activity
. .
c T k
Wbether the U.S was
whenever the U.S had appeared to falter m its support ior ur ey.

.
. .
.
T k
their security as being
wavenng throughout this period 1s 1mmatenal. The ur s saw
I warn the U.S of Soviet
bound with the U.S . and this meant that they had to conS tant Y

81
.
whenever the Turks perceived a faltering U.S ally . The Turks never described
actions
. t motives as anything other than conspiratorial. Soviet diplomacy was explained as
sov1e

an act ag

ainst Turkish sovereignty and the Turks constantly pointed out the danger of

.
pansion southeastwards into the Middle East. At the Potsdam Conference it was
soviet ex
1h

t the U .S bad no special interest in Turkey. By August l S 1946 the Turks bad

stated th a

. ed them otherwise.
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CONCLUSION

Separate studies of the Soviet

h.
arc ives by Jamil Hasanli and Vassili Zubok
suggested that Stalin was in part, trying t .
.
.
.
o mcrease his domestic popularity by annexing
some Iraman and Turkish provinces. This would h
ave created homogeneous homelands
for the Azerbaijanis and Kurds and bolstered St l' ,
. .
am s prestige m the U.S.S.R.'s southern
republics.
The hitherto overlooked cause of the Cold Wa · th N
.
r m e ear East emphasized
domestic and local politics over interpretations that concentrated so le1y upon the clash of
the two superpowers . The U.S.S.R. was not the only superpower influenced by regional
governments into changing its foreign policy in the aftermath of World War II. This
thesis has demonstrated that the Iranian and Turkish governments influenced U.S. foreign
policy in a similar manner to which the Azerbaijanis and Kurds influenced Soviet Policy.
Both Iran and Turkey wanted direct U.S. military and economic aid. Both
countries had a traditional fear of southward Russian expansion. They defined their
diplomacy in the terms of the United Nations (U.N) in an attempt to secure U.S. support
and they also explained Soviet actions in the worst possible light. Their influence help
convince the U.S . that a Soviet dominated Iran or Turkey would pose a significant threat
to its oil supplies in Saudi Arabia, and wreck the nascent United Nations' chances of
keeping the peace.
. b
in 1943 when U.S. private
Iranian efforts at securing U.S. protect10n egan
..
.
h U S a eed to this arrangement,
citizens were employed in the country as advisors. T e · · gr
.
,_. Tb u S wanted
.
ted the advisors ior. e . .
but for different reasons than what the Iramans wan

10

help the Irani ans refonn their gove

rnment and Iran should h
.
ave served as an exam le
.:- . pol . ·
p
Of the Atlantic Charter at work · u•s. 1ore1gn
1
.
icy m ran was not all philanthropic. U.S.
national mterest demanded the securing of Midd
.
le Eastern 011 supplies and a strong Iran
would facilitate this.
The Iranians recognized that the u S . h
. . w1s ed to have good relations with the
Iranians, but the Iranians needed a much strong

.
er commitment from the U.S. than that.

The Iranians kept a U.S. presence in the country and t ll d
s a e any reforms that were not in
their elites' interests. An analysis of the State Departm t
d
en recor s suggests that the
Military, Rural Policing and Economic Missions all had difficulties in dealing with the
Iranians. Whenever either the Rural Policing or the Military Missions initiated reform,
they found themselves being ignored and sidelined by the Iranian government, despite
protestations to the contrary. The Iranians found it useful to have U.S. citizens as heads of
its rural police and army because from the Iranian viewpoint, it sent a signal to the
U.S.S.R. that the U.S. was directly securing Iranian sovereignty. From 1944 onwards,
both these Missions lobbied to end their contracts with the Iranian government and return
home. They stayed because it was in the interests of both governments for them to
remain. By contrast, the Iranians from almost the beginning disliked the Economic
Mission and they demanded a curtailment of its powers. Until U.S support oflran was
secured; however, they were careful never to end the Economic Mission.
.
· · ·1 I
age in their
The Iranians also used U.S. interest m secunng its 01 as ever
diplomacy. The Iranians had allowed U.S.

.
011

.
ete for oil rights without
compames to comp

. .
S d.d not et its oil concession in
ever looking like making a final dec1s10n. The U. · 1
g
.
. to ab exclusive rights in the
October 1944, mainly because the U.S.S.R. clumsily tned gr

,ort h of Iran. thu, giving the govemm
.
1
ent m Tehran
.
. .
.
an excuse to call off all negotiations
indcfinitcl . The p1 om1 e of oil rights· h
' owever, after World War II h d d
.
.
a en ed, was still
left open b the Iranians. The oil negot' t'
ia 10ns and Iranian stalling kept the U.S. in the
country with the promise of a lucrative futu
re agreement left dangling.

By keeping the U.S. present in Iran th 1 .
' e raman government was able to draw to
the U.S. ' attention the aggressive moves made by the USS
.
· · .R. This occurred once the
U.S.S.R. had begun supporting an autonomous Aze b .. h
.
r atJan t at was alhed to Moscow.
Genuine Azerbaijani grievances that centered on the p
· d . .
erceive mmonty status of
Azerbaijanis within Iran and heavy-handed Iranian tactics of dea1·mg wit· h Azerba1Jam
.. •
protestors were not part of the U.S. embassy's reports back to the State Department. This
was deliberate. Nearly all of the evidence of alleged Soviet interference in Iranian affairs

'

which was transmitted from the U.S. embassy back to the State Department, came via
Iranian sources. Only Robert Rossow's reports from Tabriz were independent of the
Iranian narrative and they corroborated much of the Iranian version of events. On the one
occasion that the U.S. wanted to approach the U.S.S.R. directly over an alleged incident
which involved Colonel Schwarzkopf s Iranian gendarrnerie and Soviet troops, the
Iranians refused to allow the U.S. to contact the Soviet embassy on the matter.
Iranian efforts continued throughout 1945 and into 1946 to warn the U.S. and also
to solicit direct U.S. aid. The Iranians were skeptical of the U.N. as a body th at could
.
. . Th
1 brought the issue to the Security
remove Soviet troops from its temtones. ey on Y
.
d Th election of Ahmad Qavam as the
Council, once prior U.S. support had been secure · es
d h U S to drop the pretense of
new Iranian Prime Minister in January 1946 force t e · ·
bad initially followed
work ing within the U.N. and offer outright support to Iran. Qavam

89
his predecessor's policies of infonning th U
.
.
e .S. of conversations between Iranian and
Soviet officials and hopmg that this wo Id • fl
u m uence the U s ·
. .
. . mto offenng direct support
After his March 1946 talks in Moscow w·th
y
·
1
yacheslav Mol 0 t Q
ov, avam appeared to
change this tactic. From then on Qavam
'
was seen to support the U.S.S.R. and excluded
the U.S. from his deliberations and decision-m ki T .
.
a ng. his warned the U.S., but Qavam
was clever enough to keep asking for U s aid o Q
· · · nee avam suggested in September

1946, that his policies of appeasement had failed the u s t
d. .
.
'
· · s eppe m with economic, and
then military aid two and a half months later.
The Turkish government also influenced post-war U.S. foreign policy. The Turks,
unlike the Iranians had to alter their foreign policy completely to affect this support.
The contrast between U.S.-Turkish and U.S.-Iranian relations during World War
II was stark. Unlike the Iranians, the Turks were in dispute with the U.S. over the
former's refusal to declare war on Germany. Turkey had received Lend-Lease Materiel
from 1942, but by 1945 had refused to sign any agreement that made them liable
financially for the goods received.
These disputes quickly dissipated following the Yalta Conference in February
· dec Ianng
· war. Turkey bowed to the will of the
1945, where Turkey was pressured m
. but only because they recogmzed
.
· ton·ous U·S·S·R· held for the
Allies,
the danger a vic
· kl onfirmed when the U.S.S.R.
sovereignty of Turkey. Turkish fears were qmc Y c
. d h. b tween the U.S.S.R. and Turkey
demanded that the longstanding Treaty of Fnen s 1P e
.
Id be a se arate agreement that replaced
be npped up. The price for any new treaty wou
P
B
rus· in
the 1936 Montreux Convention and gave the U.S.S.R. control of the ospo '
..
were to be ceded to the U.S.S.R.
addition, the provinces of Kars and Ardahan
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Turkey put its faith in the Potsd

C
am onference t 1
o so ve the crisis and th ey were
.
upset to find that President Truman ad
d.
.
vacate mternationalizing the Str ·t
. .
.
a1 s as a way of
neutrahzmg the issue. They lobbied the u S
. .
. . over Soviet mtentions and consistently
warned officials in the State Department th d
e angerous and provocative Soviet foreign
policy. Shortly afterwards, the U.S. presented to th T k
.
.
e ur s their suggestions for revising
the Montreux Convention. The Turks were delight d th h
.
e at t e U.S. had decided that
Turkey was best placed to control the Straits but they l"k
th Ir .
'
, 1 e e amans were upset to find
the territorial demands were to be solved through the auspices of the U.N.
Throughout 1946, the Turkish government aimed to link both the issue of the
Straits with that of Kars and Ardahan provinces. Just like the Iranians, the Turks
presented their efforts at maintaining peace in the language of the U.N. The Turks always
appeared to be reasonable and open to discussion, but at the same time they warned the
U.S . of Soviet intentions. Whenever the U.S.S.R. toned down its press campaign against
Turkey, it was explained as just a pause. Soviet efforts at repatriating Armenian and
Kurdish minorities living abroad were highlighted by the Turks as a way of undermining
their sovereignty. James Byrnes' apologized to the Turkish ambassador in Paris on May
.
.
•
· h
· Tb e government in Ankara saw this
2nd over prev10us
U.S. foreign
pohcy
mt
e reg10n.

.
. Th .
ed to be confirmed when the
apology as heralding a change m U.S. Po 1icy. 1s seem

battleship U.S.S. Missouri visited Istanbul a short while later in June.
. d that it had affected direct U.S.
Once the Turkish government was convmce
. .
. ffort subsided and their was lull of
support in the summer of 1946, thetr d1plomattc e
State Department outlining alleged
reports from the U.S. embassy in Ankara back to th e
Soviet threats.

.
91
The scalmg back of Turkish ffi
e orts was well befi
ore the Soviet note of A
th
that offi cially put forward the U S S R ,
ugust 7
. . . . s proposals for the revision of the M tr
· Th
on eux
Convent10n. e proposals were esse r 11
n ia y the same as had been mooted a year before
by Molotov and were unacceptable to th T k.
e ur 1sh govemm
T
ent. he nature of those
proposals induced the U.S . to offer directs
upport to Turkey and make clear to the
U.S.S.R. that any aggression would be resisted.
Both Iran and Turkey were assured of d.
US
.
irect · · SUpport m their disputes with
the U.S.S.R. The thesis has suggested that the Orthod

R ·. .
ox, evisiomst and Post-Revisionist

interpretations that concentrate solely upon the motives an d th e actions
· of the two
superpowers are incomplete. Smaller nations influenced the actions of both the U.S.S.R.
and the U.S. Both Iran and Turkey deliberately set out to secure U.S. support in their
disputes with the U.S.S.R, and both ultimately succeeded.
Further study might look at the implications for the longer-tenn impact of Iran
and Turkey's coveting of U.S. aid and protection. Turkey was already looking to embrace
western ideals of democracy and a free press in 1945. They then joined the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (N.A.T.0.) in 1952. They did this to enlist U.S. support in their
struggle with the U.S.S.R. Turkey has since looked to join the European Union (E.U.).
Turkey's post World War II history appears to be that of modernization and liberalization
and it is pertinent to ask, if that would have been the case if the imperative for seeking
U.S. support in 1945 was not necessary. By contrast, 1ran on

ly souaht U.S. aid without

°

.
b Mills augh 's efforts at refonning
reformmg its institutions of government. Dr. Art ur
P
.
.
1 The Rural Policing and Military
taxation to make it more equitable failed complete Y·
ffi d from marginalization
Missions had limited successes in making reforms but both su ere
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because the Iranians had little interest · h
.
m w at the M ·
1ss1ons proposed. The U S d"d
· h I
· . 1 not
seem to recogmze t at ran had suffered fr
om centuries off' .
.
iore1gn interference and
jealously guarded its sovereignty. Cold W
..
ar politics led to a more assertive U S c .
. . 1ore1gn
policy, and then led to the overthrow of th Ir .
e aman government led by Mohammed
Mosaddegh in 1953. The suggestion that the Ir .
aman refusal to reform its government in
I944-6 and the U.S. led coup in 1953 being link d d
e eserves further study. Did the U.S.
lose patience with Iran over its inability to refonn th · - .
.
e mstitutions of its government as
well as fearing a loss of its oil supplies? Perhaps the Isla · R
. .
mic evo 1ution m 1979 can be
traced back to Iranian sensitivities over lost sovereignty more th an any re 11-g1ous
·
reawakening that might otherwise be ascribed?
The Cold War cannot be viewed simply as a contest between two power for
world domination. Smaller countries also practiced diplomacy and both the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. needed client states in their struggle. Other countries could eek upport of one
of the superpowers at the expense of the other.
What is implied by the thesis is that the Cold War was not simply a cla h of two
great powers over a combination of ideology, security or economi c concern • The aim
and objectives of other nations need to be taken into consideration also. There are ome
.
.
h h b n much quoted in this thesis,
studies that have analyzed this. Robert Frazier, w o as ee
· B · the British Foreign Secretary in
Wrote an article examininob the role of Aneunn evm,
.
h credit to himself in persuading the
1946, but he concluded that Bevin attnbuted too muc
•

.

U.S . to take over the British commitment 111 Greece.

I

As suoaested
in the start of this
00

.
J' . s a factor in Stalin, s
chapter Hasanli and Zubok have identified Soviet domestic po it1cs a
.
Id .nteresting to visit
lating further, it wou i
I
S
c umsy foreign policy in the Near East. pecu
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the U.S. State Department' s records for Saudi Arabia. The U.S. negotiated oil rights and
ermitted to build a military airfield in Saudi Arabia in 1944-5 Questions need to be

was P

asked

·

of what were Saudi aims at that time, because there could we\\ be evidence of

Saudi foreign policy aims being achieved alongside that of U.S. strategic aims in the

region.
To sum up, the origins of the Cold War cannot be written simply as a power
between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. To do so ignores the important role that
strUggle
. ns made in influencing the two powers for their own ends.
smaller nat10
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